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ABSTRACT

The northward propagation of Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW), from its primar"

source in the Weddell Sea, has been documented since the early part of this century.

Despite the striking similarities between the Weddell and the Ross Seas, AABW is

mainly produced in the Weddell Sea. The question is posed as to why the Weddell Sea

is so effective in the production of AABW as compared to the Ross Sea. Differences

are :crnined b- ,iai Li±, various physical mechanisms and forcing functions in both

basins with respect to the two predominant theories of AABW formation, Foster and

Carmack's shelf break process theory and Foldvik and Gammelsrod's theory of ice shelf

processes. Results reveal that the strong tidal forcing at the Weddcll Sea ice shelf barrier

combines with the wind stress field and with the special under-ice-shelf and continental

shelf bathvmctries of the Weddell Sea to become the critical elements of the AABW

formation process. The shelf break process theory is found to predict the formation of

intermediate or deep waters in both basins. The ice shelf process theory is found to ac-

count for the formation of Weddell Sea Bottom Water (WSBW), the parent constituent

of AABW, with a prediction of an Ice Shelf Water outflow rate of approximately 0.7 x

106 m3s' (due to tidal action at the barrier allowing ice production by high surface

freezing levels and tidal forcing of sea water under the ice shelF) and a production rate

of WSBW of 5 x 10' n3s- ' which agrees with observations and current estimates.
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1. INTRODUCTION

if we assume the world's oceans contain 101 km- of sea water, have a residency
time of 1000 years ard a vertical ventilation rate of 1 mms-' due to the
thermohaline convection of bottom waters, then the area of sinking surface
water needed to maintain this regime is 104 km 2. What we are talking about is
a surface area as small as the size of Rhode Island needed to produce all the
bottom waters of the free oceans!

Gascard (1989)

...the observed, dynamically active zone in front of the 500 km long Ronne Ice
Shelf in the Weddell Sea has a surface area of 104 km2 . Rhode Island just moved
to the Antarctic!

Foldvik (1980)

A. A U.NIQUE SOURCE OF ANTARCTIC BOTTOM WATER

..As soon as observations of the temperature and salinity of the waters around

the Antarctic continent were acquired at the beginning of this century, it became

evident that the coldest bottom water was to be found near the western and north-

ern margins of the Weddell Sea. In Eact. the bottom temperatures were found to in-

crease progressing eastward from the Weddell Sea, continuing all around the

circumpolar ocean. This pattern of increasing bottom temperatures with increasing

eastward progression was combined with simultaneous increases in salinity and de-

creases in oxven content to suppo.t the hypothesis that the Weddell Sea was the

major source of' Antarctic Bottom Water (AABWV). Though some highly saline shelf

water has been Iound in the Ross Sea and evidence of bottom water from this source

has been detected in the deep ocean, the amount has been remarkably small

(Deacon. 1977).

1 lence, the Weddell Sea has been regarded as the primarxy source of AABW cver

since the pioneering work cf Brennecke (19S2 translation of original 1921 work).

Mosbv (1934) and Deacon (1937). This bottom water has been shown to spread

northward into the Atlantic. Pacific and Indian Oceans by Deacon (1937, 1963).

\Vust ( 1978 translation of' original 1938 work; and Reid and Lynn ( 1971) (Figure 1)



B. CLASSICAL THEORY OF BOTTOM WATER FORMATION

Ever since Count Rumford in 1800 obtained the first temperature measurements

of oceanic waters at low and temperate latitudes and inferred that cold water flowed

from high latitudes towards the equator in the deep ocean, the problem of bottom

water formation has intrigued oceanographers (Foldvik and Grmmelsrod, 1988, p.

12).

Historically, all theories for the formation of AABW have included two

piocesses:

* COOLING. Whenever high salinity water found in warm regions is trans-
ported into the polar oceans, cooling and mixing with the cold polar water will
pr6duce dense water whose characteristic are comparable to deep water.

* FREEZING. Reducing sea water to its freezing point augments the density
of that water through temperature-induced volume contraction and through a
salinity increase due to brine rejection during the freezing process.

When a parcel of sea water is cooled it becomes denser. When freezing of the

parcel commences. the salinity of the adjacent unfrozen parcels is increased through

brine rejection of the frozen parcel. When the effects of cooling and freezing are

combined, the unfrozen parcels become even denser and sink. If this scenario is

applied to the Antarctic coast where the coldest waters in the world's free oceans

are found, dense water will sink to the bottom and flow along the bottom of the

ocean basins towards the equator and beyond. This water is called Antarctic Bo tom

Water (AABW).

A number of perplexing problems concerning the role of freezing ice in the I

mation of AABW remains, not the least of which is actually observing the proce,

Though less saline than the Warm Deep Waters of the great oceans (e.g., the warm

salty outflow from the Mediterranean Sea into the Atlantic Ocean), the salinity of

AABW is too high for it to be the result of a simple mixture of surface and deep

waters. Neither have deep waters with appropriate temperature-salinity properties

been found at the surface where they could be cooled without dilution to form

AABW.
At first look, it appears remarkable that the effect of intense cooling all around

the Antarctic continent should be confined to the surface layer. No obvious mech-

anism for direct cooling of the deep waters is apparent. But there are places on the

continental shelf of Antarctica where prolonged or intense vertical mixing reduces

the temperature of the deep water suflcientlv to facilitate the production of very



dense mixtures. Conditions near the southern and western margins of the Ross and

Weddell Seas are particularly favorable. At these high latitude locations the conti-

nental shelves are broad and wide and the deep water near the continental slope,

arrivine as a westerly flow, is already cooled and can mix with the higher salinity,

near-freezing surface water to produce dense bottom water.

Bottom waters are cold and form at high latitudes. This is not an apriori con-

dition just because the coldest waters are found at high latitudes. In the same vein,

just because some waters have higher salinities does not mean that they will produce

bottom water. Bottom water is produced in the Antarctic because the coldest waters

in the world are found there under the floating ice shelves, coupled with the fact that

cold sea water is more compressible than warm sea-water, a feature of sea water

explained by the variability of the coefficient of thermal expansion with pressure

(Gill, 1973). Thus, if the source water for AABW were to differ in temperature and

salinity but had the same surface density as a warmer water mass, it would be denser

than this other water mass at depth because of its initially lower temperature.

The classical view of the formation of AABW presented by Brennecke (1982

translation) and Mosbv (1934) assumed that strong winds maintained open leads in

the water which produced excessive sea ice whose salt rejection during the freezing

process would lead to an increase of salinity in the Antarctic shelf water. When the

salinity exceeded 34.62 PSU, the shelf water would sink beneath the intermediate

water (Warm Deep Water) to become bottom water (see Figure 2).

This simple view has been dismissed by Carmack (1977) who showed that

brine-enriched shelf water does not simply run down the shelf but is mixed with the

Warm Deep Water to form a water denser than either of its parent constituents. It

is this denser water that flows down the continental slope entraining ambient water

to become AABWN.

Past scientific discussion has been focused on the mechanisms which are active

in producing this dense bottom water, such as freezing of sea water (Foster and

Carmack, 1976a.b), interactions between sea water and ice shelves (Foldvik and

Kvinge, 1974) or double diffusion related to melting sea ice (Gill, 1973). However,

a more relevant question appears to be: Why is the Weddell Sea so dramatically

more effective than the Ross Sea or other Antarctic ice shelf regions in producing

3



bottom water?l The climates are similar, the depths and the areas of the shelves are

comparable. Even the areas covered by their respective floating ice shelves appear

to be the same. so why is so little AABW produced in the vicinity of the Ross Sea?

C. GOAL AND OBJECTIVES

The goal of this thesis is to answer the question why the Weddell Sea is more

effective than the Ross Sea in producing Antarctic Bottom Water. To reach this goal

two objectives must be met. First, a study must be made to determine what is unique

about the Weddell Sea as compared to the Ross Sea. Secondly, an examination of

the theories for AABW formation should be conducted to determine which one does

the best to explain why the Weddell Sea's unique qualities are crucial to the forma-

tion of AABW.

D. APPROACH

To achieve these objectives of determining unique Weddell Sea qualities and

best for -ation theory based on those unique qualities, three steps are required.

1. Literature Search

" Review the general Antarctic Southern Ocean environment to determine the
setting for the formation of AABW.

" Determine the characteristics, distribution and methods of tracing AABW to
establish clues to learn what qualities might be indicators of its formation

" Analyze the theories of AABW as to their physical mechanisms. Determine
which mechanisms appear to dominate.

* Determine the forcing functions required by each of these theories.

2. Data Acquisition and Analysis

• Collect data on the specific forcing functions of the Ross and Weddell Seas,
their adjacent coast lines and ice shelves.

" Analyze the data and determine what differences exist between the two regions.

3. Deterniination

• Determine what is unique about the Weddell Sea from the data analysis.

" Determine which of the theories of AABW formation best describes the for-
mation process by determining which forcing function requirements are met in
the Weddell Sea but not in the Ross Sea.

I This question was raised by Foldvik and Gammelsrod (1988) and became the seed of this
research.
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11. BACKGROUND

A. ANTARCTIC OCEANOGRAPHY AND CLIMATOLOGY

1. Geography

Antarctica is totally surrounded by the Southern Ocean which is a conflu-
ence of the southernmost portions of the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian Oceans. The
Weddell, Bellingshausen, Amundsen and Ross Seas are adjacent to the continent

(Figure 3). The Southern Ocean is unique among the world's oceans because of the
configuration of land and water which permits a circumpolar zonal flow which

contains approximately 10 % of all the world's sea water (DMA, 1985, p. 7). The

Antarctic continent provides the southern boundary of the Southern Ocean while
the northern boundarv is defined by the Polar Front, also termed the Antarctic

Convergence. The total area of the Southern Ocean is vast, 38 x 106 kin2 , with a

volume of 140 x 106 km 3 (Carmack, 1986, p. 644).

The bathymetry of the Southern Ocean consists of four major basins each

exceeding 4500 m in depth and separated from each other by broad ridges and

plateaus (Figure 3 details this morphology). The continental shelves surrounding

Antarctica are relatively narrow and are two to four times deeper than the average

oceanic shelf depth, extending to 1000 m. Two exceptions are the two broad (500
km longshore dimension) and deep (500 m) shelves of the Weddell and Ross Seas.

These two shelf embayments contain massive floating ice shelves of glacial origin

which thicken rapidly towards the continent. At the edge of the continental shelf the
continental slope steepens rapidly to 3000-4000 m depth in a horizontal traverse of

100-2()0 ki.
2. Meteorology.

The Antarctic continent is the coldest region of the world. Frequent passage

of intense cyclonic storms offshore, a strong outflow of cold air from the continent
(katabatic winds) and precipitation in excess of evaporation make the Antarctic cli-

mate the most adverse climate in the world. Maps are presented that reflect the

austral winter (August) and austral summer (February) mean surface winds (Figure

4), mean air temperature (Figure 5) and mean sea surface temperature (Figure 6).

The boundary between the polar continental and polar maritime air masses

(the Antarctic coast) and the polar maritime and tropical maritime air masses (polar
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front - 501S) represents an area of frequent and intense storm activity throughout

the year. Storms generally are generated north of 70 'S and circle the continent from

west to cast. Lows forming along the polar front tend to move southeasterly towards

the continent. (DMA, 19S5)

The lack of a meridional barrier for atmospheric flow over the Southern

Ocean leads to a basic zonal wind regime (Figure 7). These mean wind fields flow

clockwise around the quasi-permanent low pressure areas in both austral summer

(January) and v inter (July) (Figure 8) and, through zonal forcing of the sea surface.

produce a westward flowing coastal current called the East Wind Drift. North of the

lows the winds are westerly and produce an eastward surface circulation called the

West Wind Drift.

3. Sea Ice

Sea Ice covers a large portion of the Antarctic- waters and is the greatest

single factor contributing to the isolation of the Antarctic continent (Figure 9).

Most of thc pack ice if newly formed every year and therefore has a maximum

thickness of only one to two meters 2 and may contain many large polynyas and

leads. During the austral winter sea ice completely surrounds the continent making

an almost impassable barrier that extends northward from 65,S up to 55°S in some

locations, occupying about 60 % of the Southern Ocean. During the austral summer

icc melts to cover less than 10 % of the Southern Ocean. (Foldvik and Gammelsrod,

19S8. p. 12)

Floating ice shelves hundreds of meters thick project off the continent and

cover over 10 km 2. These are the source of iceberg calving in the Southern Ocean

(Tchernia. 19S0).

4. Currents, Water Structure and Tides

The general surface circulation of the Southern Ocean is shown in Figure

10. The Antarctic Circumpolar Current or West Wind Drift is the world's largest

current. This current completely encircles Antarctica reaching to the ocean floor.

Closer to Antarctica. the East Wind Drift is a complex flow due to the irregularities

of the Antarctic coastline and basins causing gyres to be formed in the Weddell and

Ross Seas which Deacon (1937) found to be barotropic in both cases (Figure 11).

2 On the continental shelf local production of sea ice may be quite different from the obsened
ice thickncs. (FolJvik and Gammeisrod, 198S). This will be discussed later.
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Westerly winds that frictionally drive the Antarctic Circumpolar Current

(ACC) have a northerly component due to the Coriolis force. These northward flows

move up the west side of South America as the Humboldt Current, up the east side

of South America as the Falklands Currnt, up the west side of Africa as the

Benguela Current and equatorward between Australia and New Zealand. The

northern limit of the Southern Ocean, called the Polar Front, occurs where the

Antarctic surface waters of the ACC thrust under the warmer subantarctic waters.

A region of weak divergence, the Antarctic Divergence, exists between the eastward

flowing ACC and the westward flowing East Wind Drift and significant upwelling

of Warm Deep Water occurs here (Gordon and Goldberg, 1970).

The upwelling of Warm Deep Water is shown schematically in a meridional

cross section depicting the general vertical structure and motions of the Southern

Ocean (Figure 12). As Foldvik and Ganimelsrod (1988, pp. 5-6) state:

this deep water upwelling is perhaps the single most important oceanographic
process of the Antarctic and fundamental to its biology ...this process allows the
deep water contact with the surface layers and the associated air-sea
interactions ...note that oxygen minimum and the temperature maximums coin-
cide and rise at the Antarctic Divergence together with the underlying salinity
maximum. The cold, low-salinity high-oxygen Antarctic surface water moves
north towards the Antarctic Convergence ... where it sinks and contributes to the
formation of the low-salinity, intermediate water of the world's oceans. North
of the Antarctic Convergence we find the warmer subantarctic surface water
towards the Subtropical Convergence where temperature increases rapidly. Near
the bottom the very cold Antarctic Bottom Water is moving north from its pri-
mary generating source in the Weddell Sea. Sandwiched between these two
Antarctic water masses... is a broad compensating flow of high-salinity
warm ...Deep Water. The south-flowing.. .Deep Water mixes with the Antarctic
Waters above and below and contributes to the Antarctic Circumpolar Water
which, in terms of volume, is the domninating water mass in the Southern
Ocean."

The major horizontal movement of the subsurface waters is generally in the

same direction as the surface currents; however, with increasing depth and changing

bottom configuration, the subsurface current directions may deviate considerably

from the surface directions. The speed of the current decreases with depth (Deacon,

1937). Finally. as can be seen in Figure 13, the tidal regimes of the Southern Ocean

are not only far more active in the Atlantic sector than any other, but the other
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sectors show none of the complexity of the Atlantic sector. The type of tides around

the Antarctic coast is shown in Figure 143.

5. Water Masses.

Much of the water column of the Southern Ocean can be separated into

three main layers consisting of Surface Water (14%), Warm Deep Water (or

Circumpolar Deep Water) (58%) and Antarctic Bottom Water (28%) (Carmack,

1977, p. 15). Pickard and Emery (1982, pp.13 6-1 3 7 ) further define the origin of these

layers citing surface waters as originating from local ice melting and freezing, deep

water as originating from the basins to the north of the Polar Front which is sub-

sequently upwelled into the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, and bottom water

er''-;'ati-g from a mixture of Antarctic continental shelf water with the Warm Deep

Water of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current.

Another water mass, unique to the Antarctic region. is found on the conti-

nental shelves near the ice shelf barriers and has an in-situ temperature below the

freezing point at one atmosphere. It has been termed Ice Shelf Water. A represen-

tative breakdown of Southern Ocean water mass structures and temperature salinity

ranges is presented in Figure 15. (The Weddell Sea is used here for reference. Dif-

ferent regions around the continent have similar structures with appropriate appel-

lations.)

B. ANTARCTIC BOTTOM WATER

1. Basic Characteristics

From Sverdrup et al. (1942, pp. 605-613) and Gordon (1972. pp. 1-17)

certain basic characteristics of the water mass known as Antarctic Bottom Water

(AABW are defined:

" AABW is the densest of all free ocean bottom waters having a density (sigma-t)
- 27.9.

" AABW has a potential temperature less than 0 'C and a salinity between 34.6
and 34.7 PSU.

* AABW is formed by some process that mixes Antarctic surface waters to reach
temperatures around -1.9 'C and salinities around 34.6 PSU. then entrains
Warm Deep Water to warm its temperature to approximately -1 'C and in-
crease its salinity to approximately 34.65, then flows equato,'.vard increasing its
temperature and salinity marginally.

3 It will be shown that the type of tide that occurs at the ice shelf barrier in the Weddell Sea
is of a diffLr:nt type than ,howkn in Figure 14.
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Current estimates of AABW formation rates range from 5 x 106 m3 s-'
(Carmack. 1977, p. 151), 7 x 106 m3 s-1 (Michel, 1978 p. 6192),
4.5- 8x 106 m3 s-' (Weiss et al.. 1979, p. 1110), to 13 x 106 m3 s-1 (Gordon,
19SS, p. 44).

AABW originating from the Weddell Sea (and possibly the Ross Sea and

other regions around the Antarctic coast) has been traced into the great abyssal

plains (Figure 1) (Carmack, 1977; Jacobs et al., 1970; Gordon and Tchernia, 1972).

The Weddell Sea source makes a contribution to the total production of AABW ten

times greater than that of the Ross Sea (Carmack, 1977, p.36) and may represent

80°'V of its total production (Foldvik and Gammelsrod, 1988. p. 12).

2. Distribution.

The lowest bottom water temperatures are in the region of the Weddell Sea

at 4000 m. The mean potential temperature of the bottom water rises as it circulates

eastward around the continent until it reaches 0 C in the region of 90-W (Figure

16). Deacon (1937. p. 109) showed that the deep current exiting the Weddell Sea

moves towards the east even in regions between the Antarctic Divergence and the

continent, and that it passes the basins of the Indian and Pacific Oceans without

recciving new contributions of bottom water from other parts of the Antarctic con-

tincntal shelf. Gordon (1972) states that AABW characteristics of temperature.

salinity and dissolved oxven evolve by reason of the gradual mixing with the

circumpolar waters above it. Tchernia (1980. p. 74) states that because of the high

density of AABV. it can flow towards the bottom of all the oceanic basins whenever

.ts movements are not impeded by ridges (Figure 1). This bottom water mixes to

some extent with the deep waters along its path and its influence extends beyond the

equator a the way to -40'N in the Atlantic and 50,N in the Pacific. It is from this

dense bottom water that the deep waters of the major oceans derive th~eir low tern-

peratures. 4

3. Tracing Antarctic Bottom Water

Accordine to Worthington (1981, p. 54). no AABW can be traced un-

changed to its point of origin in the Weddell Sea because its temperature and salinity

become mixcd with deep water as part of its formation process. This means that to

dctermine the precise origin of a parcel of AABW other geochemical or biological

tracers must be used. Some of these tracers have not only pinpointed the origin of

4 Threc-quarters of the world's ocean volume (deep and bottom waters) is influenced by
%AIBW who_, zones of formation represcnt no more than .005% of its total area (Ichernia. 1LS().
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AABW but have made it possible to infer the process by which the AABW had been

formed.

Broecker (1981, p. 434) found that by acting as tracers of circulation, mixing

and metabolic processes, biological products, radioactive carbon, tritium, nitrates,

phosphates, silicates, alkalinity and dissolved oxygen could be the keys to models

designed to unscramble the mixtures found in the deep and bottom waters and thus

determine the origins of the various mixing constituents (and their formation proc-

esses (Deacon, i984))S. Weiss et al. (1979, p. 1093) and Chen and Rodman (1985)

determined that location, but not formation process, could be determined by these

tracers. However, they found that deuterium and isotopes of oxygen (18 and 16)

could be used to infer formative processes relative to freezing and melting of sea ice

and of evaporation and precipitation as they effect salinity and temperature of the

components that mix to form AABW.

Oxyen 18 and 16 are especially effective as illustrative of formation proc-

esses for the following reason. As an air mass moves away from the equator. water

molecules incorporating the heavier oxygen 18 are preferably removed by precipi-

tation. The snow that falls at high latitude (forming glaciers, therefore holds more

of the lighter isotope. Thus the low and middle latitude, poleward flowin2 ocean

waters become more enriched with oxygen 18, The glacial melt water from the high

latitudes, however, will be low in oxven IS relative to cxygen 16. Therefore if
'O/:10 ratios are measured, a determination can be made as to whether the forma-

tion process involved shelf water by itsclf(high 01'10 ratios) or whether glacial melt

water was required (low i'0()/ ratios). Schlosser ( 19S6) also claimed ,Ile showed

a strong signal when glacial water was involved.

With the minor exception of Jacobs and Fairbanks* (19S5j progressive use

of "O '() ratios for tracing bottom water production from under the Ross Ice Shelf'.

no ccmprehensive attempt has been made to trace the origin of AABW to its source

process. Foldvik and Gamnelsrod (1988, p. 16) imply that such comprehensive

knowledge of 1Q/i'0Q ratios of AABW could determine which processes were in-

volved in its formation. They believe that the results of such an experiment would

show that AABW has a very low 1 Q/I(Q ratio. indicating that elacial melt water

from under the ice shelves plays an important part in the formation of AABW.

5 In f-ct. most o the authors cited in this section have determined the \Vcddcll Sea orim'n of
A.\3W tiirouch the'c tecluiiqucs.
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C. PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS OF AABW FORMATION

1. Mechanisms

Due to the refutation of the classical AABW formation theory. an explosion

of new theoretical work has commenced. To account for the formation of AABW,

three questions must be answered (Warren, 1981, p. 17):

1. flow the density of the shelf water is increased to the point where it can sink
through the relatively warm and saline water at mid-depth.

2. Hiow the water moves off the shelf.

3. 11ow it descends with entrainment to the floor of the Weddell Sea.

The following physical processes associated with circulation and mixing

have been presented by various authors as attempts to answer one or more of these

qjucsticrs. Currenti there are two predominant theories that attempt to answer all

tiaree a u 1on 1 ad they will be presented at the end of this chapter.

a. (onvection

When ccoling of surface water and eventual surface freezing weakens

tl'e vertical stability of the water column, the surface water will sink. This water is

replaced by warmer water from 1%low. eventualiv overturning the entire water ccl-

ullfl and achieving homoeeneitv (Solomon. 19S3: (Jordon. 197S: Killworth. 10'7a;

( i 9. I 3: I-oster. lQ 12hL.

b. Pre.s sue-rclated Instabilit

Variations in the coC!licient of thermal expansion make cold sea water

more c,,)nprcssiblc than warm sea water. If two volumes of water with different

tem:.Ieraw're, and salInItics have the same density at the surface, when brought to

. the old,, a,ter wili be denser (Gill. 1973.

c. II id-imuced Downwllin.,-

Due to the ILkman flux, the predominantly westward flowing

geostrophic wind drives the surface water to the left in the Southern len'sphere and

causes downwelling at the ice shelf harrier or coast (Figure 17) (Deacon, 19"T:

Killworth. 19--a .

d. Chimneys

Baroclinic instabilities generate cyclonic eddies which brine nearly neu-

tral stability, deeper water closc to the surface (doming) where surface freezing and

brine coL,\ ectiun can Lace mzxine to the bottom [Figure 1S). Chincx %s are narrow
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columns of deep convective mixing formed by these intense buoyancy fluxes

(Gascard. 1978. Killworth. 1979: Martinson et al., 1981).

e. Double-diJfusion

When two or more components of different molecular diffusivitv make

opposite contributions to the vertical density gradient, the process acts to release

potential energy of the destabilizing components. Two types can exist. Salt fingering

occurs when warm saline water overlies cold, fresh water (temperature stabilized).

Salt layering (diffusive instability) occurs when cold fresh water overlies warm saline

water (salt stratified) (Carmack, 1986, p.6 8 1; Foster and Carmack, 1976b, p. 41;

Foldvik, Gammelsrod, and Torresen, 1985b. p. 189; Foldvik, Gammelsrod, Slotsvik,

and Torresen. 19S5, p. 224). Three possible combinations of these two double-

diffusive mechanisms that could lead to the formation of bottom water are shown

in ficure 14

f. Cabbeling

Due to the non-linearity in the equation of state of sea water, it is pos-

sible for the mixture of two parcels of sea water with the same density, but different

temperatures anl., salinities, to have a greater density than that of the constituent

parcels 1Fioure 20). This process is called cabbeling (Gill, 1973; Foster, 114-2a.
t ofenoif. 1956 }

g. Glacial lelting/Friez o,

NI elting under the ice shelf generailv tend, to increase the static sanihiv

of the Underlving water coiumn. I lowever. frceting occurring under thie ishc rc-

lcase, a flux of salt into the underls ing sea water and induces a convectce motIon

due to the vertical instability of the water colunm near the base of thie IC shCI

figure 21) (Foldvik and K vince, 1974: Carmack, I 9S . p. 666: Lewis and Perkins.

1 ) ,5: G 1il. 117'. pp. 123-126).

h. 11iscellaneous processes

Other processes such as isopycnal mixing caused by the breaking of

intcrnal waves (Jacob and Georgi, 1077: Carmack and Killworth, 19-S) shear

(barotropic) instabilities ( Foster and Carniack. 197Tb. 197) and continental shelf

w avcs excited by tidal forcing (Middleton et al., 19S2) have been proposed as IriinE

mechanisms as well.

1he possible physical processes involved in the production of A:\BW

are sunmaricd n ticure 22
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2. Water Masses

As outlined above, a variety of physical processes work on the water masses

found in the Antarctic regime. To understand the details of these processes. a fa-

miliarity with the water masses on the continental shelf is required. Water masses

are traditionally identified by a core property, i.e., that part of a layer where some

oceanographic characteristic reaches an extreme value. This method assumes that

the core represents both the main axis of the spreading and the maximum percent-

age of a particular water type within a layer. Water masses may also stand out as

densely patterned areas or modes on a potential temperature-salinity diagram. Di-

visions (boundaries) between water masses may be based on slope changes in the

potential temperature-salinity (0-S) curve, volumetric considerations, or simply be

defined as the mid-point between two cores (Carmack, 1977, p. 18).

Licht water masses are of particular interest for the formation of AABV.

Though Weddell Sea values are presented here, a similar structure exists in the Ross

Sea with slightlv different values but with the same relative ratios between masses.

As pre iouslv defined. AABW is defined as having a potential temperature less than

(.0 :C and a salinity between 34.6 and 34.7. Weddell Sea Bottom Water (VSBW,).

from which AABV is ultimately derived, has approximately the same salinity as

AABW but a potential temperature between -1.3 to -0.7 °C. It is observed as a thin.

near-bottom laver along the western and inorthern perimeter of the Weddell Sea, and

is easily identified by a large temperature gradient. (Carmack and Foster, 1977. p.

153

Above the bottom water is found Warm Deep Water (WDW) (0 0.5C.

S > -4.6S) which is the dominate water mass in the Antarctic region. Overlving the

WD\VW is near surface Winter Water (WW) with temperatures near freezing (0 -

-1.9,C) and salinities in the range 34.36 to 34.52. A low salinity shelf water on the

eastcrn shelf termed Eastern Shelf" Water (LSW) (0 - -I.S' C. S < 34.5) is advected

westward and subjected to freezing. Western Shelf Water (VSW) (0 - -1.9C, S >

34.7) is formed by brine rejection due to intense freezing of WW on the shelf in the

southwestern part of the \Veddell Sea. The coldest water of this melange is Ice Shelf

Water (ISNV) (0 - -2.3 to -1.9'C, S > 3-1.65). formed under the floating ice shelves

and. by definition. potentially supercooled, i.e.. it has a potential temperature lower

than the surface freczing point 0 - -1.9 C). Finall-, over the deeper waters of the

shelf \\V and wa:m and saline WI)\V combine to form MIlodilied Weddell Deep
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Water (MWDW) (0 - -0.70C, S > 34.59). (Foldvik, Gammelsrod, Slotsvik, and

Torresen, 1985, and Foldvik, Gammelsrod, and Torresen, 1985a)

Table I summarizes the potential temperature and salinities described above

to aid in later analysis.

Table 1. WATER MASSES INVOLVED IN THE FORMATION OF AABW
Type Abbrevi- 0 (°C) S (PSU)

ation

Antarctic Bottom Water AABW < 0.0 34.6 - 34.7
Weddell Sea Bottom Water WSBW -1.3 - -.7 34.6 - 34.7

Eastern Shelf Water ESW - -1.8 < 34.5

Winter Water WW - -1.9 34.36 -
34.52

Western Shelf Water WSW - -1.9 > 34.7

Ice Shelf Water ISW -2.3 - -1.9 - 34.65
Warm Deep Water WDW - 0.5 > 34.68

Mlodified Weddell Deep Water MWD\V- -0.7 > 34.59

3. Theory and Evidence

A detailed theory of ice freezing, convective mixing and large scale ice flux

divergence leading to the formation of dense WSBW was first presented by Gill

(1973). Building on this work Foster and Carmack (1976a, b and 1977; also Carmack

and Foster, 1975a) offered a theory of AABW formation that will be referred to as

the "shelf break process" theory for the purposes of this discussion. It is based on

frontal zone mixing at the shelf break between the dense WSW and MWDW. This

process produces a dense water mass which continuously changes its characteristics

by rmxing with the surrounding WDW while sinking down the slope. Under the

action of the Coriolis force the cold dense water would flow westward and follow the

perimeter in a clockwise direction. Apparent reported observations of this process

have been made in the above citations and by Jacobs (19S9). Killworth (1977b),

Foster and Middleton (1980), Foster et al. (1987) and Jacobs and Fairbanks (1985).

Foster and Carmack (1976) reported observing newly formed WSBW from

this process at 2000-3000 m on the slope near 40,'W. Foldvik. Gamnielsrod. and

Torresen 1985a) specifically believe that this newly formed WSBW was merely a

continuation of the cold ISW outflow from under the Filchner Ice Shelf.
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Foldvik and Gammelsrod (198S) have offered an alternative theory based

on recent observations that show large volumes of WSBW are formed through a

process which does not involve shelf break mixing. Ice Shelf Water appears to flow

down the continental slope as organized plumes forming WSBW through mixing

with overlying WDW. (For purposes of definition, "organized" formation or flow

is a focused, jet-like channeled flow constrained by bathymetry to follow depressions

around rises or islands on the shelf.) Apparent observations were reported by

Foldvik and Gammelsrod (1988), Foldvik, Gammelsrod, and Torresen, (1985a, b,

c), Foster and Middleton (1978), Foldvik and Kvinge (1977) and an observation of

a similar process, but on a smaller scale, at the Ross Sea Ice Shelf was made by

Jacobs et al. (1979). This theory will be referred to as the "ice shelf process" theory

for the purposes of this discussion.

One exception to these reports was made by Carmack and Foster (1975b)

,xho reported seeing no such evidence of outflowing ISW while taking measurements

at the ilchner Ice Shelf. However, the timing of their observation appears to be

such that the internal seiche within the Filchner Depression obscured or perhaps

blocked the outflow of ISV. Their six day data stream was exactly half the period

of the Filchner Depression's 12 day internal seiche (Foldvik, Gammelsrod. and

Torresen. 19S5c, p.197). Thus, their failure to discover any plumes of outflowing

ISW are potentially e.,plainable.

Both theories appear to agree that the dense water produced by their re-

spective processes will flow downslope beneath the less dense WDW and will be

topographically steered (cascading) into a gcostrophically balanced current which

hugs the continental slope. I lere it will mix with the WDW above it forming \S3W

as it flows clockwise around the Weddell Sea (Coriolis forcing it to the west up

against the slope) and ultimately out of the basin, warming slightly due to mixing.

as A B W.

The next two sections outline the elements of these two theories up to the

agreed urpon cascading process and production of AABW from WSBW.

4. Shelf Break Process Theory

The foilowing model offered by Foster and Carmack (1977) attempts to

account for the formation of WSBW solely due to processes that occur at the con-

tincntal shelf break. The steps listed are in the order they must occur. The various

tempei, turc and salinity mixing processes which occur arc portrayed in Figure 23
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(similar portrayal of this process can also be accomplished with oxygen-salinity

analysis (Foster and Middleton, 1979, p. 750)).

1. Surface ESW flowing from the eastern side of the continental shelf is cooled in
winter at the surface until it freezes and becomes WW. This water lies directly
over WDW.

2. Due to cabbeling and double-diffusion, WW is mixed with the underlying
WDW to form MWDW.

3. Due to some external forcing mechanism such as continental shelf waves ex-
cited by the tides or mass conservation due to the outflow of dense water down
the slope, the MWDW will extend a tongue up onto the western continental
shelf into the WSW which was previously formed by intense freezing of WW
over the shelf

4. Due to mechanical stirring on the under side of this tongue by tides, breaking
internal waves or shear instabilities, the MWDW will mix with the WSW to
form WSBW.

5. Depending on the rate of mixing. the denser WSBW will commence an organ-
ized descent down the continental slope.

5. Ice Shelf Process Theory

At the present time no observations exist of the actual circulation under the

ice shelves, but the following model offered by Foldvik and Gammelsrod (1988) at-

tempts to account for the organized formation of WSBW from ISW.

1. Dense water is formed near the western ice shelf barrier due to surface cooling,
freezine and convective mixing. 6

2. This process can be made more intense if off-shore winds are present which can
carry away the ice but leave behind the rejected brine or by tidal action which
cyclically converges new ice at the barrier by on-shelf currents and subse-
quently opens leads by off-shore currents. Due to intense freezing at the bar-
rier, WSV is formed and flows shoreward towards deeper areas under the shelf
driven by the action of gravity and tidal forcing.

3. As the WSW penetrates beneath the ever thickening ice shelf, it comes into
contact with the underside of the glacial ice shelf and is cooled further (tem-
peratures within the ice shelf can reach -20"C). Since the freezing point of sea-
water is depressed with increasing pressure (about 0.75°C ki) below that of
the freezing point of sea water at one atmosphere, this cooling is most readily
accomplished by melting of the glacial ice at the interface as well as through
heat conduction.

6 See Foldvik and Kvinge (1974) for a thermohaline convection mechanism based on the de-
pression of the freezing point of sea water with increasing pressure (depth) at the barrier.

' Since the thickness of the floating ice shelf increases shoreward, it follows that the bottom
depth must also increase shoreward.
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4. Tidal mixing, melting, and cooling beneath the ice shelf bring that portion of
the water column near the base of the ice shelf to the local freezing point
producing ISW. This process will continue as long as the temperature of this
water column remains above the in-situ freezing point, i.e., along the descend-
ing path whcre the depth of the ice-water interface increases (Figure 24).

5. The ISW continues flowing poleward downslope, then turns eastward due to
Coriolis effects.

6. If the topography under the ice shelf allows, the ISW will organize itself into
a plume and flow out from under the ice shelf, over the shelf break, and then
downslope at a high rate (106 m's-1). The ISW will flow down-slope due to its
initial higher density than the overlying WDW. However, its extremely low
temperature, therefore higher compressibility, will drive it across isobaths to-
wards the greatest depths. If the topography is unfavorable, the ISW will
stagnate in depressed basins on the shelf and/or dilute itself with other shelf
waters during its downward flow thus loosing its signal as the densest water.

D. FORCING FUNCTION REQUIREMENTS

1. General

The shelf break process theory of Foster and Carmack and the ice shelf

process theory of Foldvik and Gammelsrod both require the application of specific

forcing functions in order for their theories to work at a particular location. By

identifving these forcing functions, data can be collected which describe how these

functions vary at each location and also determine their relative impact. If all the

forcing functions are determined to constructively contribute to bottom water pro-

duction at a specific location, then AABW should be produced if the theory is cor-

rect. If, however, for a given theory the forcing functions are all present but AABW

is not produced. then the theory might instead indicate the formation of intermedi-

ate or deep water. Unfortunately the expanded list of possibilities can not lead to

an unequivocal decision about which theory is more appropriate but it can suggest

which is the more likely.

An investigation of the two predominant theories has revealed the forcing

functions necessary for their respective operation. They are detailed in the following

pages.

2. Geography.

Geography is a critical forcing function for both theories and the following

items are of utmost importance.

W Wide continental shelves (not including ice shelves), abrupt shelf breaks and
steep continental slopes, and channels in the shelf bathymetry are required.
These correspond to required shelf residency of the source water, dynamic
forcing of WD\\ up onto the shelf that can only occur in abrupt frontal zones
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and focusing the seaward flow preventing excessive entrainment by descending
waters.

" Latitudinal location that will impart the requisite Coriolis flow off-shelf as well
as provide the low level of solar radiation necessary for the surface freezing and
heat flux.

" For the ice shelf process theory, size and topography of the ice shelf are factors
controlling the amount of ice.'water interface, i.e., amount of area and residence
time that would be available for the production of ice shelf water.

3. Surface Air Temperature and Its Effect on the Growth of Sea Ice

Both shelf break and ice shelf process theories require surface water to be

reduced to its freezing point in order to increase the water density through temper-

ature reduction and through the addition of salinity from brine rejection that occur

during freezing of sea water.

The growth of new sea ice is a measure of the effectiveness of this forcing

function. The growth of sea ice is dependent upon such parameters as air temper-

ature. initial ice thickness, snow depth and density, wind speed, sea water salinity

and the specific heats of sea ice and sea water. Most important is air temperature.

Zubov's formula takes air temperature, translated into accumulated frost degree

days. and determines the theoretical ice thickness as follows:JJ
-50+ 2500 + 32Z 'd

Ti 2irj=2 {l}

where T equals the ice thickness in cm on day j and dd, is the number of frost degree

days (one day with mean temperature - 'C) accumulated in 'C on day i (Bowditch,

19S4. p. S50.

When surface air temperatures at the air-sea interface fall below the freez-

ing temperature of sea water at - -1.9 cC, one of the necessary forcing functions for

both theories of AABW formation becomes active. Comparisons between the

climatological surface air temperatures in the Ross and Weddell Seas can indicate

the relative effectiveness of this function in each basin. The increase in ice thickness

goes as the square root of the accumulated cold temperature. If significant differ-

ences in air temperature or frost degree days can be found between the two basins,

then Zubov's equation can produce a meaningful comparison even though it does

not account for the advection of new ice. That parameter must be derived from the

relative wind and tide fields.
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4. Surface Winds

a. Climatological Suiface Winds

In general, low temperatures combined with strong winds produce

greater ice production than low temperatures alone. The turbulent mixing of the

ocean surface caused by the wind forcing increases the effectiveness of the freezing.

Comparison of surface wind speeds would provide a general measure of effective-

ness; however the dynamics of the relationship between ice production and turbulent

mixing caused by winds is not linear and therefore relative differences between the

two wind regimes become difficult to support unless clearly differing regimes are

found. However, wind direction appears to be more straightforward.

To allow the maximum production of dense water through surface

freezing requires a direct contact between the surface of the sea water and the cold

air at all times. To obtain this maximum production, a divergent sea ice flow is re-

quired to maintain continuously open leads. Although surface currents have some

effect upon the drift of sea ice, the principal factor is the wind velocity.

Wind imparts a stress on the ice to force its movement. A measure of

wind stress (-) on sea ice is needed to predict ice motion. Wind stress is a function

of surface roughness and stability of the atmosphere above the surface (Overland,

1985) as well, but has been empirically related to the surface wind vector (L) by a

drag coeflicient (C,) as follows:

= CDPU 2  {2}

where p is the air density. (Guest and Davidson, 1987, p. 6943)

The Coriolis force influences the direction the ice will move relative to

the wind direction. Ekman showed theoretically that the surface drift of the ice due

to winds is directed 45 degrees to the left of the wind direction in the Southern

Hemisphere (Pond and Pickard, 1983, p. 108). In practice this deviation angle has

been shown to vary from 18o to 90 depending upon the force of the surface wind,

thickness and concentration of the ice and ocean current (Bowditch, 1984, p. 853).

The relation between the surface wind speed, ice thickness and the theoretical drift

angle shows that the drift angle increases with increasing ice thickness, decreasing

wind speed and increasing latitude (Gill, 1982, p. 321).

Relating this scenario to atmospheric pressure we find that since cross-

isobar deflection of surface winds over the ocean is approximately 20, (Bowditch.
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1984, p. 853), the deflection of the ice varies from approximately parallel to the

isobars to 700 to the left of the isobars with low pressure on the right and high

pressure on the left in the Southern tHemisphere. On the Antarctic coast this implies

that ice will be pushed to the west by the prevailing easterlies and at an average

deflection angle of 30- to the left of the wind direction. Tchernia (1980, p. 61) esti-

mates the ice will drift at a rate of 2% of the wind speed. Thus, a considerable

amount of ice can be advected onto the ice shelf barriers. Hence, it would appear

crucial to compare the climatological wind regimes of the Ross and Weddell Seas.

b. Katabatic Winds

Katabatic winds are gravity driven, frictionally retarded winds in the

boundary layer (Schwerdtfeger, 1984, p. 63). They exist independent of the normal

geostrophically forced wind fields. Parrish and Bromich (1987) found that intense

radiative cooling of the air over the ice slopes of the Antarctic Continent were ripe

conditions for generating these flows. They produced a detailed map showing which

topographic regions of the Antarctic could produce strong and persistently recurring

winds (Figure 25). Kurtz and Bromich (1985) established that these winds were re-

sponsible for ne ,ly formed ice to be advected away from the shoreline causing a

coastal polynya in the Ross Sea thus allowing continuous new ice production.

Sechrist (1989) reported a daily katabatic wind during his six month stay at the

Druzhnava research station at the barrier of the Filchner Ice Shelf in the Weddell

Sea. Notably this wind blew 12 hours a day at speeds in excess of 50 mph8 but was

contained within one meter of the surface 9 . By these reports it is clear that katabatic
wind regimes along an ice barrier are potentially significant forcing functions to in-

crease new ice production.

Due to the total lack of available data on katabatic wind regimes along
the Ross and Ronne Ice Shelf barriers, this forcing function could not be reviewed

in this thesis. However, it should be noted that Parrish and Bromich's map of po-

tential katabatic wind regimes show a total absence of katabatic wind potential ap-

proaching the Ross or Ronne Ice Shelf barriers and that the only ice shelf barrier

that should experience some of these winds is a small area of the Filchner Ice Shelf

which appears to be corroborated by Sechrist (Figure 25).

8 Schwerdtfeger (1984, p. 73) found almost identical values in his coastal observations.

9 Lettau (1966. p. 9) corroborates til's magnitude when he found maximum coastal katabatic
winds contained within 4 in of the surface.



If the assumption made by Parrish and Bromich about the lack of

katabatic wind fields at the Ross and Ronne Ice Shelf barriers is valid, then

katabatic winds would not be expected at either location. The lack of an analysis

of this forcing function, therefore, should not be fatal to any conclusions drawn.

5. Sea Ice Concentration

As a measure of the relative efficiency of the surface freezing process re-
quired by both shelf break and ice shelf process theories, the sea ice concentration

in the Weddell and Ross Seas must be compared. As a forcing function, thermal

efficiency (as governed by the ice thickness and concentration) at the air-sea inter-

face directly impacts the various thermodynamic and dynamic processes involved in

ice growth and decay which in turn directly effects the efficiency of brine rejection

and sensible heat reduction of the surface waters.

Though this thermal efficiency has been modeled by Zubov, Anderson,

Lebedev, Mavkut and Untersteiner (Gascard, 1989 and Bowditch, 1984), ice con-

centration as a measure of thermal effectiveness of a basin's total heat flux, and thus

its quantitative ability to produce dense surface water, has not been.

Only gross measures of the effectiveness of one basin over another to

produce dense surface waters are available for interbasin comparison. Mean ice

concentration and the probability of occurrence of ice of any thickness can be ap-

proximately determined by analyzing satellite infrared imagery and ship and aerial

reports of local ice concentrations for the basins in question. Since all the basins in

the Antarctic are doninantly divergent in nature for sea ice, with the exception of

the area in front of the Larsen Ice Shelf in the western Weddell Sea, only first year

sea ice is considered to be present. This means that Antarctic interbasin comparisons

are not hampered by inequities of comparing ice regimes of different thermal effi-

ciency (thicknesses and related ages). If the assumption is made that ice found in the

Weddell and Ross Seas at the same time have comparable thermal efficiencies, then

the effectiveness of those basins in the production of dense surface waters will only

be a function of ice concentration (if all else is considered equal. i.e., holding all

other forcing functions as equal for the purposes of analysis.) Various means of

computing these concentrations are available and are dependent on the source of

data.

The amount of ice present not only indicates the amount of freezing taking

place at the surface but is also indicative of the amount of sea surface which is ex-

posed to the cold atmosphere pernmitting production of brine-enriched shelf water.
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When the sea surface becomes completely ice covered, the insulating effect of this

thermal blanket severely reduces the production of dense shelf water.

This leads to the perplexing conclusion that large concentrations of sea ice

can lead to low levels of shelf water production because sea ice acts as a thermal

insulator to restrict the exchange of heat between the atmosphere and the ocean,

whereas the surface freezing that created the large volume of sea ice led to high

levels of shelf water production. Therefore an examination of ice concentration

might point out differences between the Ross and the Weddell Seas, but those dif-

ferences might not be easily attributable to their effect on the production of bottom

water.

6. Hydrography.

Both formation theories require specific circulation patterns and temper-

atures. salinities and densities of the water column on the continental shelf. Sub-

surface horizontal circulation of water masses is crucial to both theories and can be

inferred frcm horizontal and vertical cross sections of temperature, salinity and

density. Deacon (1937) showed that surface horizontal circulation patterns were

adequate for describing the subsurface circulation due to the barotropic nature of

the Antarctic seas. It follo'vs then that if linited horizontal profile data at varying

depths are available, then surface circulation data should suffice for interbasin

comparisons when combined with vertical cross sections spaced progressively from

on side of the basin to the other.

Vertical circulation patterns require much more complete data acquisition

in order to obtain an accurate representation of the water column structure at

vary ing locations within a basin. Therefore, well chosen vertical cross sections and

horizontal surface circulation data are required to adequately compare the

hydrography of the Ross and Weddell Seas.

7. Under-Ice-Shelf Bathymetr".

The shelf break process theory does not require special under ice shelf

bathymetrx since it does not require the presence of an ice shelf. The ice shelf proc-

ess theory does require such under ice shelf bathymetry for two reason:

* The forces of gravity, Coriolis, and friction must take over from the forcing
function that initi-llv moved the Western Shelf Water under the ice shelf for
the production of Ice Shelf Water. Only a special under-ice-shelf bathymetry
can provide the necessary environment to allow gravity, Coriolis and friction
to operate effectively.
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* The topography under the shelf must focus the Ice Shelf Water flow so no
stagnation or substantial entrainment is allowed to occur with the environ-
ment. A high speed plume will result if the bathymetry is correct.

Comparisons of under ice shelf regimes between the Ross and the Weddell

Seas are necessary to measure the effectiveness of this forcing function in each basin.

8. Tidal Forcing.

To understand how tidal forcing can effect the formation of AABW certain

definitions and concepts must be reviewed.

Each tidal force is considered as a separate constituent force and the har-

monic analysis of actual observations reveal the response of each constituent of the

tide to its corresponding force. At any one place the response remains constant and

is shown for each constituent by harmonic constants which are in the form of phase

angles for the time relation and amplitudes for the height. The magnitude and fre-

quency of these tidal generating forces are sinusoidal components which when added

together yield water level il at time t as follows:

17 = D + E-a. cos(at + ,) (3)

where n equals the tidal constituent1O, D equals the difference in height between

mean sea level and mean low water, a, equals the amplitude of constituent n. a,

equals the frequency of conztituent n and 6, equals the phase angle of constituent

n (Duxbury. 1971, p. 326).
Tidal waves ma- be reflected and refracted from the land barriers and pass

back through the advancing wave, or oscillate in an ocean basin to create a standing

wave. Resonance tides can occur when the frequency of a tidal constituent matches

the fundamental period of oscillation of the basin. Dimensions of some natural

basins are within the requirements of resonance thus permitting standing tidal waves

to be generated. Tidal waves are influenced by the Coriolis force and will rotate in

an ocean basin with the turning Earth.

Rotation occurs about a nodal or amiphidronic point at which no significant
vertical change in the water level due to tides occur. Radiating from these points are

cotidal lines which join all positions at which high water occurs simultaneously.

1t : the number of tidal constituents used in this series is increased, so will the accuracy of
the prediction of q7.
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Positions of common tidal range, called corange, cut across the cotidal lines forming

approximately concentric circles of equal tidal range which increases with distance

from its amphidromic point. This rotation of the tidal crest about the amphidrornic

point is indicated by the movement of the tidal crest from one cotidal position to the

next. Due to Coriolis forcing, crests rotate clockwise in the Southern Hemisphere.

When the tide crests simultaneously with the Moon's (or Sun's) passage over the

Greenwich Meridian, convention has declared that this is a cotidal line of 0.

360 with increasing phase clockwise (Schwiderski, 1978, p. 69).

The speed of progression of the wavefront is governed by the shallow-water

wave equations and have a mid ocean average speed of 200 ms-' extending to a

depth of 4 km (Duxburv, 1971, p. 332-333). Tidal currents associated with the tidal

wave are also rotary. Since successive high waters and low waters are not always

at the same elevation, the flow strength is not constant. Despite the complex nature

of the tide. reasonable estimates of its current can be made. To approximate the

average flow rate at a given cross section of a tidal channel, it is necessary to cal-

culate the volume of water (tidal prism) required to raise the inland tide from low

to high water requiing the volume to pass through a cross section area in a certain

time:

idal prism 4)
average ridal fow raze = channel area x time period between low and high tide'

Tidal mechanisms can b+- a '"',': , .c'a',- D'ep Water up on to tne

shelf, directly or by resonance. Tidal forcing can periodically remove new ice from

the ice shelf barrier as well as drive shelf water under the ice shelf. It can cause

mixing of shelf water. Tidal forcing is an integral part of both AABV formation

theories and a comparison of Ross Sea and Weddell Sea tidal regimes appears cru-

cial.
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Figure 4. Mean surface winds (knots) for August and February (after DMA, 1985).
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Figure 5. Meani surface air temperatures (IC) for August and February (aftcr

DMA, 1985).
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Figure 6. Mean sea surface temperatures (IC) for August and February (after

DMA, 1985).
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Figure 9. Sea ice coverage around Antarctica illustrating absolute and mean mini-

mum and maximum extents (after CIA, 1978).
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(a) the surface circulation in the vicinity of the Atlantic-Antarctic Ocean;
(b) water mass structure on a section extending from the Weddell Sea into
the South Atlantic Ocean; (c) the classification of water masses on a T/S
correlation diagram. The following abbreviations are used: Sub-Antarctic
Surface Water (SAASW); Antarctic Surface Water (AASW); Antarctic
Winter Water (WW); Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW); Deep Wa-
ter (DW) includes North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW), upper and lower
Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW) and Warm Deep Water (WDW); Bot-
tom Water (BW) includes Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW) and Weddell
Sea Bottom Water (WSBW); Shelf Water (ShW) includes Ice Shelf Water
(ISW) and Hligh Salinity Shelf Water (IISSW); and Transitional Water
(TrW).

Figure 15. A schematic of the wsater masses in the Southern Ocean (after Carmack,

1986).
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Surface Water (SW), Deep Water (DW) and Bottom Water (BW): (a) the
case of double-diffusive instabilities at the interface between SW and DW,
and salt finger instabilities below the core of DW with BW; (b) diffusive
instability that leads to BW formation along the continental slope; (c)
subsurface modification of DW involving two large-scalc, convective re-
gimes coupled by a double-diffusive process; (d) the potential for lateral
interleaving associated with transient upwclling events.

Figure 19. A schematic illustrating various double-diffusive processes involved in the

formation of AABW (after Carmack, 1986).
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(a) T/S correlation diagram showing the principal water masses, tangents
to lines of constant density (broken lines), and mixing curves (I, 2, and
3) between Warm Dcep Water of constant salinity and shelf water ol
variable salinity; (b) vertical section showing the distribution of water
masses near the shelf-break; (c, d, e) circulations due to mixing between
Warm Deep Water and Shelf Waters of variable (increasing) salinities.

Figure 20. A schematic illustrating various cabbeling processes involved in the for-

mation of AABW (modification on Carmack, 1986).
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Figure 21. A schematic illustrating glacial melting/ freezing processes involved in the
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(I) glacial freezing; (2) glacial melting; (3) coastal circulation; (4) shelf
front; (5) haline convection; (6) shelf-break upwelling; (7) shelf drainage;
(8) mid-depth intrusion; (9) gravity plumes; (10) shelf-break jet; (11)
mixed-layer dynamics; (12) halocline formation by lateral advection; (13
double diffusion; (14) chimney; (15) thermohalinc circulation; (16) ice-
drift; (17) ice-edge upwelling; (18) eddies; (19) exchange with the world
ocean.

Figure 22. A schematic summary of the physical process effecting AABW formation

(modification on Carmack, 1986).
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Figure 25. Katabatic tiind regimes of the Antarctic continent (after Parrish and

Bromich, 1987). Note: Time-averaged near surface streamldines

(heavy lines) of cold air drainage over Antarctica.
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lII. DATA ACQUISITION, ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY AND

LIMIT! TIONS

A. FORCING FUNCTION DATA SOURCES AND DATA PRESENTATION
Data were obtained from various sources for the different forcing functions in

the Ross and Weddell Seas. Data sources and presentation schemes are detailed

below.

1. Geography
The physical geography and open ocean continental shelf bathymetry of the

two basins were obtained from the GEBCO Bathymetric Sheet 5.18, as presented

by Vannev and Johnson (1985).

2. Surface Air Temperatures
Monthly archives of surface air temperature for the two basins were re-

trieved from the National Center for Atmospheric Research, Southern Hemisphere

Climatology Data Base (NCAR, 1989). The data were gridded in lo by 2o

latitude longitude cells with 56 grid points in the Ross Sea and 40 grid points in the
Weddell Sea. A tabular presentation was made of basin zonal averages and sub-

zonal distinctions were made between ocean regimes and regimes at the land'ice
shelf barrier. This data base was chosen as preferable to the routinely cited "actual

observations" data base of the U.S. Navy (1965) which lacks alongshoreice shelf

resolution.

3. Surface Winds

Monthlv archives of surface wind information in the Ross and Weddell Seas

were obtained from the NCAR (1989) Southern Hiemisphere Climatology Data Base

and at the same grid points as the surface air temperatures cited above. However,
only u (east, west) and v (north, south) components of the true wind vector were

available. Therefore computer-generated vector summations were accomplished and
graphical results were projected on to a polar stereographic map. These graphics are
presented in the analysis chapter. Relative maximum vector magnitudes are pre-

sented for comparison between basins and months. Care should be taken when
viewing these graphics as the scales between months and basins are slightly different

as indicated on the charts. This data base was also preferable to the U.S. Navy data
base of 1965 due to the same resolution problems.
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4. Ice Concentration

Quality ice concentration information for the two basins was available from

two sources. NASA (1983) produced charts of monthly average concentrations of

sea ice around Antarctica from analysis of satellite passive microwave observations

made from 1973 to 1976. DMA (1985) published charts of monthly concentrations

of sea ice for the same area from analyses of satellite ice data supplemented with

aerial and ship-based ice concentration reports from 1973 to 1982. These charts were

the result of a collaboration between the U.S. Navy and the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration (USN:NOAA).

Both of these sources were compared and found to produce essentially the

same analyses. The presentation in this work will consist of a selection of charts and

statistical analyses performed on these charts for interbasin comparisons.

5. Hydrography

General hydrographic data are presented by selected vertical cross sections

of temperature, salinity, and density (sigma-t) values which were produced graph-

icallv from the one degree latitude by one degree longitude Grid Point Data Set

compiled by Gordon and Baker (1986, data tape). Gordon and Baker's Grid Point

Data :et x.a, objectively computed from the Gordon and Molinelli (1986)

interpretively contoured Atlas Data Set from 33,866 hydrographic station reports.

Due to the desire to show fine scale structure at depth, cross section data intervals

were selected which resulted in a blurring of near surface data values. Presentation

of surface values is made with horizontal surface charts published by DMA (1985).

These charts do not reflect the precise Gordon and Baker Grid Point Data Set values

but are similar enough for graphical representation of surface conditions.

Charts of the surface circulation within the Ross and Weddell Seas were

obtained from DMA (1985) and are presented as representative of the general sub-

surface circulation as an alternative to horizontal cross sections at varying depths

(as a previously described alternative cited by Deacon (1937)).

No under-ice-shelf hydrographic comparisons were possible due to the total

lack of such data in the Weddell Sea. Limited Ross Sea under-ice hydrography ex-

ists from the Ross Ice Shelf J-9 Hole project as reported by Jacobs (1989) and xinter

under-ice-shelf measurements made at McMurdo Sound as reported by Neal et al.

(1976). Hlowever, due to the lack of comparable Weddell Sea data, no comparisons

were possible.
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6. Under-Ice-Shelf Bathymetry

The bathymetry beneath the Ross Ice Shelf is the best charted of any
Antarctic ice shelf. Information was available from GEBCO Bathymetry Sheet 5.18

(Vanney and Johnson, 1985) and Jacobs' (1989) report of the combined works of

Greischar, Bently, Jezek and Shabtaie (from surveys taken from 1980 to 1987) which

were at much finer scales than the GEBCO chart.

The bathymetrv under the Ronne and Filchner ice shelves has not been ex-
tensively researched and currently quite different bathymetries have been reported

by varying sources. Robin et al. (1983) presented a compilation of results of seismic

and radio-echo testing and data from historical records. Drewry (1983) presented a
similar compilation. However, in 1987, Herrod (1987) reported the results of an en-

tirely new survey he recently undertook designed to precisely measure the

bathymetry under the Ronne and Filchner Ice Shelves. His work is combined with

the GEBCO (previously cited) data for the outflow region of the Filchner De-

pression (Weddell Sea) as the data base selected for analysis. Presentation will con-

sist of selected reproductions of Herrod's work and results of visual analysis and

measurement.

7. Tides

Tidal information was obtained in the form of corange and cotidal values

and maps for eight major tidal constituents (Table 2) from Schwiderski (1979,

19S1a-h). Grid point data at 1o latitude by 10 longitude of amplitude and phase were

selected along the ice shelf barrier in both the Reds and Weddell Seas. Presentation

includes a selection of cotidal and corange maps, tabulated values of tidal phase
tendencies and tabulated values of tidal amplitude comparison statistics (explained

in the following subchapter on data limitations).
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Table 2. MAJOR TIDAL CONSTITUENTS
Tidal Mode Description

Al Semidiurnal Principal Lunar

S2  Semidiurnal Principal Solar

N, Semidiurnal Elliptical Lunar

K2  Semidiurnal Luni-Solar

K. Diurnal Declination Luni-Solar

0, Diurnal Principal Lunar

P Diurnal Principal Solar
SQ, Diurnal Elliptical Lunar

B. METHOD OF DATA ANALYSIS

1. Zonation

D..c to striking sinilarities in the physical geography of the Ross and

Weddell Seas, a scheme was devised to divide each basin into four zones and per-

form zonal comparisons between similar zone numbers in each basin, in addition to

basin-wide comparisons. Data on most of the forcing functions were available in

sufficient resolution to make this approach practical. All data on each forcing func-

tion were eithcr arithmetically averaged to obtain a representative zonal value or

selected data from that zone were used to represent the entire zone.

Zone selection was accomplished by contrasting the shelf break proximity

to land and from land to the ice shelf as detailed below (Figures 26 and 27).

ZONE A: The eastern side of the basin from where the continental shelf moves
oft land to the first land ice shelf boundary and then offshore perpendicular to the
shelf break at 100m.

ZONE B: From the western boundary of Zone A west to the next land, ice shelf
boundary then offshore perpendicular to the shelf break at 1000 m.

ZONE C: From the western boundar" of Zone B west to the next ice shelf land
boundary then offshore approximately perpendicular to the shelf break at 1000
m.

ZONE D: From the western boundary of Zone C west and northwest to where
the continental shelf moves towards land.

From Table 3 it can be seen that Zones A through C have almost identical

alongshore dimensions. (Offshore dimensions are averages for each zone.) Zone D was
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selected to provide a western closure for each basin but has limited use for interbasin

comparisons since most of Zone D in the Weddell Sea falls in the data sparse region

of the Larsen Ice Shelf while the Ross Sea Zone D falls within a data rich zone. Ad-

ditionally, the two D Zones have different relative orientations to their respective

basins. Thus Zone D information, when available, will be reported for information

purposes only. It should also be noted that neither bottom water theories envision

substantial AABW formation to occur in either Zone D area.

Table 3. ZONE DIMENSIONS (KM)

Zone Ross Ross offshore Weddell Weddell off-
alongshore alongshore shore

A 550 125 550 145

B 200 200 250 375

C 550 300 500 400

D 900 160 950 400

Total 2200 2250

Vertical cross sections of temperature, salinity and density (sigma-t) for the

Ross and Weddell Seas were pioduced to represent conditions present in each zone.

Points were selected within a zone following a track from the coast or ice shelf barrier

offshore or perpendicular to the shelf break and continuing to the abyssal plain. In

addition, cross sections alongshore from either side and across the ice shelf barrier

were produced to analyze conditions near the ice shelf barrier. Table 4 lists the cor-

relation between zone and vertical section for each basin11 . Tables 5 and 6 list the

locations of each station used in the cross sections for the Ross and Weddell Seas.

11 As previously stated. Zone D information is provided for information only. However, the
Ross Sea Zone D is augmented with an additional cross section running approximately perpendic-
ular to the initial section to provide better understanding of the complex nature of the Ross basin's
western shelf. Zone D in the Weddell Sea is represented on its far eastern side due to the total lack
of source data u.,cd in Gordon and Baker's (19S() Grid Point Data Set for the repon in front of
the Larsen Ice Shelf on the western shelf of the \Veddell Sea.
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Table 4. ZONE TO CROSS SECTION CROSS REFERENCE
Zone Ross Sca Cross Section Weddell Sea Cross Sec-

tion

Zon- A Ross Sea 1 Weddell Sea 1

Zone B Ross Sea 2 Weddell Sea 2

Zone C Ross Sea 3 Weddell Sea 3

Zone 4 Ross Sea 4 Weddell Sea 4 and 6
Ice Barrier Ross Sea 5 Weddell Sea 5

Table 5. ROSS SEA HYDROGRAPHIC STATION LOCATIONS

# lat lon # lat Ion H lat Ion # lat Ion

101 77S 152E 201 78S 164E 301 77S ISO 501 77S'15SE

102 7S 154E 202 77S 164E 302 76S 176E 502 7SS'I6-4E

103 -75 154E 203 76S 164E 303 75S 174E 503 78S 166E

104 74 156E 204 75S 164F 304 74S 172E 504 78S 16SE

105 73S 156- 205 74S 164E 3 05 73S 170E 505 785 170E

106 72S 15SE 206 73S 164E 306 72S 16SE 506 78S 172

207 72S 164E 507 78S 174E
508 78S 1 76L

01 71S 164\V 601 76S I0 509 7SS 178E

402 75S 17()\V 602 75S 17S\V 510 78S IS0

403 74S 172% 6(13 74S 176WN 5 11 77S 174W

404 73S IV6W 604 73S 174\V 512 77S 172W

405 72S 17SV 6 05 72S 172W 513 77S 170W

406 71S 17S\V 514 77S 1SNV

407 7()S 176W ;51 77S 166W

516 77S 164W
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Table 6. WEDDELL SEA HYDROGRAPHIC STATION LOCATIONS

# lat Ion # lat Ion # lat'lon # lat. Ion

200 77S 36W

101 75S 28W 201 76S 36W 301 77S,'50W 501 73S,'20W

102 74S 28W 202 75S,'36W 302 76Sr'48W 502 74S'22W

103 73S'28 W 203 74S 36W 303 75S'46W 503 75S'26W

104 72S28W 204 73S 36W 304 74S,44W 504 76S,'30W

105 71S 28W 205 72S'36W 305 73S'44W 505 77S'36W

206 71S 36W 306 72S,'42W 506 77S,'38W

207 70S" 36W 307 71S'40W 507 77S,'40W

308 70S 40W 508 77S 42W

509 77S 44W

401 74S 60W 510 77S 46W

402 73S 56W 511 77S 48W

403 72S 52 W 512 77S 50W

404 7IS 4SW 513 76S 56W

405 T)S 46W 514 75S 6)W

406 69S 44W 515 74S 60W

2. Tidal Comparison Statistic

Due to phase and frequency differences of the tidal constituents, a linear ad-

dition of tidal constituent amplitudes would not reflect the true tidal forcing regime

of the total tide. Upon close examination of the raw data, it was determined that the

four semi-diurnal constituents all had phases that were roughly comparable and the

four diurnal constituents had phases that were also comparable to each other though

significantlv different from the semi-diurnal type. To account for the minor differences

in phase and frequency, the diurnal and semi-diurnal constituents were each grouped

and the root mean square (rms) constituent mr'-irnum amplitudes calculated. This

statistic is not considered a true measure of the amplitude but is a relative measure for

comparison to other such measures calculated for different locations. An assumption

was hence made that a larger rrns value for one location compared to the same statistic

calculated for a different location would provide a valid measure of the relative

strcngth of the tidal regime at each location.
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C. LIMITATIONS OF DATA AND METHODOLOGY

I. NCAR Temperature and Wind Fields.

The grid point values found in the NCAR data base were generated from al-

gorithrns that incorporated limited empirical values due to the dearth of observational

data from this remote location of the world. In addition, the global numerical models

that produced these grid point values are subject to all the same restrictions as weather

prediction models as well as inherent difficulties that most numerical models have

when operating near numerical singularities such as 90,S.

The determination of zonal surface air temperature and wind vector averages

for both the open ocean and barrier regimes was an interpretive procedure, not an

objective analysis due to the lack of spatial resolution in grid point data.

2. Satellite Blended Ice Concentrations

Due to inadequate spatial resolution of the satellite imagery, about 30 km by

30 km per pixel (NASA, 19S5, p.vii), leads and poiynyas smaller than this scale are

not rev-aled. This is a scale at which, unfortunately, both theories of AABW forma-

tion can operate.

3. Hydrographic Data Limitations

Though Gordon and Baker (1986. p. 18) claim the best data available were

used in their data set, there are basic limitations to its use as follows:

* The number of stations taken during the austral summer exceed those of the
austral winter by a ratio of four to one.

0 The distribution of winter stations is predominantly to the north of the sea ice
cover.

# Grid point data are average annual values: no seasonal signal is preserved.
I towcver, southern points are mainly generated by summer observations.

*-1 he number of hydrographic stations reported for the southern Ross Sea were
a:, order of magnitude greater than the number reported for the southern
Weddcll Sea.

* The objective nature of the computer-generated grid point data set must be
modified to account for the fact that the input data to that model was from an
interpretively contoured data base. As Gordon and Molinelli (1986, p. vii)
state:
"The term interpretive contouring is used to denote contouring of an array

of data points by an experienced individual rather than by mathematical al-
gorithm of an objective contouring method. I he interpretive contouring
method involves rather complex, perhaps poorly understood, decisions Ie-

tardi e t wc \weihts to give Nariou data during contouring. Oceano raphic
experience and intuition, as vell a omewhat preconceived ideas of how the
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ocean should look are contributing factors in the final shape of the con-
tours.

Though using surface horizontal circulation patterns to reflect subsurface hori-
zontal circulation has been held as acceptable, the effect will be to infer the hor-
izontal circulation in one data set (Gcrdon and Baker, 1986) by another (DMA,
1985). This has been done in the current analysis by design since the assumption
was made that production and analysis of horizontal cross sections would not
generate significantly different results.

4. Limitations on Tidal Information

Schwiderski has produced a non-linear tidal model that has interpolated em-

pirical tide data at over 2000 tide stations world wide and claims an open ocean ac-

curacy of 5 cm with 10 cm accuracy evenwhere else (Schwiderski, 1978, p. iii).

However. Schwiderski admits that empirical coverage is marginal at the Antarctic

shoreline and therefore accuracy of his model drops near the coast. It is also less ac-

curate where effects of large ice sheets cause tidal distortion and retardation.

(Schwiderski. 1978, p. 37; 19SIa, p. 5)

Due to concern over these caveats, the entire International Hydrographic

Office's Antarctic Tidal Observations Data Base (11-10, 1989) was obtained and com-

pared to Schwiderskis model output at observation locations. With the exception of

one observation point at Wilkes Station (66S, I lOE), all 11-10 observation data agreed

with Schwiderski's model output.
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IV. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

A. GEOGRAPHY

Results of the basin wide and zonal geography comparisons revealed the

following:

1. Continental Shelf

The Weddell Sea contains 1.8 times more shelf area than the Ross Sea. How-

ever, if Zone D is ignored (Larsen Ice Shelf area in the Weddell Sea and Victoria Land

area in the Ross Sea), then the basin shelf sizes are comparable (Table 7). Note that

the Weddell Sea continental shelf is generally shallower than the Ross Sea continental

shelf and only the eastern zones (A and B) are comparable (Table S).

Table 7. CONTINENTAL SHELF SIZE: ( km2 )

Zone Ross Weddell
A 70,000 80.000
B 40,000 100.000
C 165.000 200.000
D I4-5,ou0o 380.000

TOTAL 420.,O0 760.000

Table 8. PERCENTAGE OF SHELF AREA VERSUS DEPTH

Zone Rocs Weddell
A "5O < 5 m 75 < 5O0m

B 500 >< 5OQit ° 500m

C 75o > 5oum 7o, 5, < 500m

D 50, Z 500nm 75° < 500or
Total 50, - 5Om 750 < 50m

2. Shelf Bathymetry.

The Weddell Sea has one highly organized outflow channel existing from be-

neath the ice shelf to the shelf break in Zone B. The Ross Sea shows only two small
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organized outflow channels, one lying between the Mawson Bank and Cape Adare on

the far northwest corner of the basin and the other lying in the Little America Basin

between Roosevelt Island and Edward VII Land (Figure 28). The Weddell Sea shelf

has no major sills which can prevent bottom shelf water from flowing seaward to the

shelf break. This is in direct contrast to the Scott Shoal, a substantial sill in the Ross

Sea which prevents the seaward flow of dense shelf water over approximately one half

of the basin (Figures 28 and 29). Finally, both basins show roughly the same

bathymetries from the shelf break seaward to their respective abyssal plains with many

well organized downslope channels.

3. Latitude Considerations

The average position of the Ross and Weddell ice shelf barriers are at ap-

proximately the same latitude (Ross Sea barrier 76.5 ° to 79°S; Weddell Sea barrier
75o to 78,S) except for the Zone D orientation differences referred to in Chapter III.

The Ross and Weddell Sea shelf breaks are at approximately the same latitude (Ross

Sea 75' to 76cS: Weddell Sea 72- to 74-S) except for Zone D as noted above.

4. Ice Shelves

The Weddell Sea ice shelves (the Ronne and Filchner ice shelves) are slightly

smaller than the Ross Ice Shelf (470,000 km2 versus 525,000 kni2), however, the

Weddell Sea ice shelves have a greater volume (307,300 km versus 224,500 km 3)

(Robin et al., 1983, p. 583).

In sunmmary, the Weddell Sea has slightly shallower but far more organized

(as defined in Chapter II) shelf bathymetry than the Ross Sea but the overall dimen-

sions of the Ross and Weddell basins are remarkably similar. In addition. both basins

exhibit similar bathymetries beyond the shelf break which generally permit unimpeded

flow to the abyssal plain.

B. SURFACE AIR TEMPERATURE.

The results of the surface air temperature analysis are presented below and the

data are summarized in Tables 9, 10 and 11.

* Climatological surface air temperatures when categorized by month, zone,
oceanic or land ice barrier regimes show remarkably small differences between
the two basins. No more than 9"C differences occur when similar zone numbers
are compared by month or oceanic versus land ice barrier regimes. In addition.
all of these differences occur between zonal averages which are well below the
freezing point of sea water.

# When monthly zonal averages of oceanic versus land ice shelf regimes are arith-
metically averagcd to produce a total basin average, analysis reveals a range of
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monthly temperature differences, by regime, between the Ross and Weddeil Seas
from 0.5°C to 8.0°C. The Weddell Sea is marginally colder than the Ross Sea in
both oceanic and land ice shelf regimes except for the months of August and
September and the oceanic regime in October.

" When basin averages combining the two regimes are calculated, the results reveal
the Weddell Sea to be marginally colder than the Ross Sea in all months except
August through October when the trends reverse. The range of monthly tem-
perature differences, by basin, is from 0.8°C to 7.8°C. However, all air temper-
atures are significantly below the freezing point of sea water.

" In no month do the mean air temperatures of either basin or their respective
zones rise above the freezing point of sea water.

" These results indicate that virtually no effective freezing differences exist between
the basins due to surface air temperatures during the entire year. Also, effective
surface freezing should occur in both basins throughout the year if the surface
air temperature is the only forcing function being considered. Due to the lack of
significant differences in surface air temperatures between the two basins, calcu-
lation of Zubov's ice thickness was deemed superfluous as a comparison tool.
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Table 9. AVERAGE ZONAL AND BASIN SURFACE AIR TEMPERATURES
(-C) FOR JANUARY THROUGH APRIL: (with comparisons of total
basin and oceanic versus land ice shelf regime monthly averages).

N January February

Ocean Regime Land, Ice Shelf Land/Ice Shelf
Ocean______ Regime Ocean Regime Rgm,--.Regime Regime

T

Ross Wedd Ross Wedd Ross Wedd Ross Wedd

A -5 -5 -6 -7 -7 -8 -10 -10

B -3 -5 -6 -8 -6 -8 -9 -11

C -3 -5 -5 -8 -5 -7 -8 -11
D -2 -5 -5 -10 -6 -7 -10 -13

Total
basin -3.25 -5.0 -5.5 -8.25 -6.0 -7.5 -9.25 -11.25
aver-
age

Re-
gime W colder by 1.75 W colder by 2.75 W colder by 1.50 W colder by
COrn- ""2.00

parison

Total
basin W colder by 2.25 W colder by 1.75
corn-
parison

N arch April

A -10 -18 -14 -22 -17 -20 -19 -23

B -9 -18 -15 -24 -16 -19 -21 -2

C -10 -17 -15 -24 -16 -20 -20 -25

D -12 -18 -21 -27 -17 -2o -24 -28

Total
basin -10.25 -17.75 -16.25 -24.25 -16.50 -19.75 -21.00 -25.25
aver-
age

Re-
gime W colder by 7.50 W colder by 8.00 W colder by 3.25 W colder b
con11- 4.25
parison

Fotal
b NW colder by 7.75 W colder by 3.75

parillon
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Table 10. AVERAGE ZONAL AND BASIN SURFACE AIR TEMPERATURES
(OC) FOR MAY THROUGH AUGUST: (with comparisons of total
basin and oceanic versus land ice shelf regime monthly averages).

N May June

z Ocean Regime Land Ice Shelf Ocean Regime LandIce Shelf
Regime Regime Regime

Ross Wedd Ross Wedd Ross Wedd Ross Wedd

A -22 -25 -25 -28 -23 -26 -26 -29
B -21 -25 -26 -29 -22 -25 -27 -29

C -20 -26 -25 -29 -22 -26 -25 -29

D -22 -26 -28 -32 -23 -26 -28 -32

lotal
bain -21.25 -25.50 -26.00 -29.50 -22.50 -25.75 -26.50 -29.75
aver-
age

Re-
gime W colder b,- 4.25 W colder by 3.50 NI. colder by 3.25 W colder by
corn- ce 3 ' c 3.25
pari __0on

Total
basin W colder by 3.SS W colder by 3.25
corn1-
parison

July August

A -25 -26 -27 -29 -29 -28 -31 -29

B -24 -25 -27 -29 -29 -27 -3 -30

C -23 -25 -26 -29 -27 -26 -31 -30

D -24 -25 -30 -30 -27 -26 -30 -31
Total
basin -24.00 -2. 5 -27.50 -29.25 -28.00 -26.75 -31.25 -30.00
aver-
age

Re-
gime W colder by 1.25 W colder bv 1.75 R colder by 1.25 R colder by 1.25

parison
T'otal

basin W coldcr by 1.50 R colder by 1.25
con-
parison



Table 11. AVERAGE ZONAL AND BASIN SURFACE AIR TEMPERATURES
(-C) FOR SEPTEMBER THROUGH DECEMBER: (with compar-
isons of total basin and oceanic versus land ice shelf regime monthly av-
erages).

September October

Land Ice Shelf LandIce ShelfS Ocean Regime egime Ocean Regime Regime

Ross Wedd Ross Wedd Ross Wedd Ross Wedd

A -27 -23 -29 -27 -21 -18 -23 -20

B -25 -23 -29 -28 -19 -18 -22 -22

C -23 -24 -27 -28 -18 -18 -21 -22

D -24 -24 -30 -30 -18 -18 -21 -25

Total
basin -24.75 -23.50 -28.75 -28.25 -19.00 -18.00 -21.75 -22.25
aver-
age

Re-
gime R colder by 1.25 R colder b% 0.50 R colder bV 1.00 W colder by
corn- 0.50
parison

Total
basin R colder by 0.88 R colder by 0.25
COl11-
parison

November December

A -12 -11 -13 -13 -5 -7 -7 -9

B -9 -9 -11 -13 -4 -6 -5 -9

C -8 -10 -li -13 -3 -6 -4 -9

1) -S -1(-) -14 -16 -2 -6 -5 -11

Total
basin -9.25 -10.00 -12.00 -13.75 -3.50 -6.25 -5.25 -9.50
aver-
age

Re-
gimne W colder by 0.75 W colder by 1.75 W colder by 2.75 2 colder by
corn- - " 5
parison

Total
basin W colder b, 1.25 W colder by 3.50

puarisol!6
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C, SURFACE WINDS

Climatological surface winds were compared between the two basins and their re-

spective zones in order to determine the wind stress and related sea ice deflection an-

gles. The results are summarized below (Figures 30 through 33 reflect January through

December cimatological surface winds over the Ross and Weddell Seas):

" In the Weddell Sea during most of the year the winds have a component along
or towards the barrier, whereas in the western part of the Ross Sea the winds are
directed seaward away from the barrier. If we assume that the average deflection
angle is 300 to the left of the wind direction, then the sea ice drift will be towards
the barrier in the Weddell Sea, whereas in the Ross Sea the sea ice (and surface
water) drift will have a component off the barrier tending to open the sea ice
cover. This difference between the two basins is clearly revealed by the entirely
different break-up of the pack ice in spring with the pack ice in the Ross Sea
disappearing first near the barrier possibly due to off-barrier winds and wind-
induced upwelling of warm water (Figures 34 and 35).

" From August through October the wind and ice flow pattern in the Weddell Sea
continues to follow the above scenario. However, in the Ross Sea the oceanic
regime appears to be sufficiently different from the Weddell Sea oceanic regime
to warrant further analysis. It appears a cyclone is established over the shelf
break region of the east central Ross Sea during this period. A similar occurrence
is not observe2 in the Weddell Sea. The Ross Sea zonal oceanic surface wind
vectors appear to be 45o to 90" out of phase with their Weddell Sea zonal
counterparts. However the net effect of these differences appear concentrated in
Zones B and C of the Ross Sea. It should be noted that the magnitude of the
winds in this outer area are much smaller than in previous months and since it
has been shown empirically that deflection angles increase as wind speed de-
creases. it is entirely possible that the outer B and C Zones of the Ross Sea
maintain a borderline convergent divergent flow field when measured at the land
barrier.

D. ICE CONCENTRATION

No zonation comparisons of ice concentration have been attempted due to resol-

ution problems of the satellite data source as previously described. Twelke monthly ice

charts are presented in Figures 34 and 35. Analyses of ice concentration reveal the

following:

* An anomalous total dissipation of the pack ice from the ice barrier seaward in
the western Ross Sea during the austral summer (January and February) which
finds no counterpart in the Weddell Sea (which maintains a 1 10 to 9 10 coverage
during the same period).

9 In the Weddell Sea the ice edge advances toward the northeast during the growth
season and retreats westward during the decay season. In the Ross Sea the ice
edge advances westward during ice growth and poleward during retreat except for
the anomalous case cited above.
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" During austral winter there appears to be little difference between the two basins
with 9 10 ice coverage present in both areas.

" The Weddell basin has a greater amount of ocean area covered by ice and a
greater concentration of sea ice than the Ross Sea throughout the year but es-
pecially in austral winter when it reaches 1.5 times the ice coverage at 1.5 times
greater concentration (Figure 36).

" The maximum ice growth rate occurs from March to April in the Ross Sea which
is two months earlier than in the Weddell Sea (Figure 36). The maximum decay
rate occurs from December to January in the Ross Sea which is one month later
than in the Weddell Sea. The interannual variability in the mean sea ice con-
centration is greater in the Ross Sea during late austral summer while the
Weddell Sea experiences its greatest variability in early austral summer (Figure
37).

In summary, the Ross and Weddell Basins show distinctly different spatial and

temporal ice cover characteristics at various times of the year.

E. HYDROGRAPHY

Utilizing the water mass definitions provided in Chapter II, analysis of the

hydrographic conditions in each basin revealed the following:

1. Horizontal Circulation and Water Masses

" The basin-wide horizontal circulation of the Weddell Sea is characterized by an
elongated cyclonic gyre bounded to the south by the continent and to the west
by the Antarctic Peninsula. Its closure to the east is uncertain but extends per-
haps to 20 to 30, E. The horizontal circulation of the Ross Sea is similar dem-
onstrating a cyclonic gyre bounded by the continent to the south and by Victoria
Land to the west. The seaward boundary is not as well defined and appears to
be split with a portion returning along the 90c\V recirculation boundary (as seen
in Figure 11) and a portion continuing to the west (Figure 38).

" Both basins show low density, warm. low salinity shelf water present on the
eastern side of the basin grading to high density, cold, high salinity water on the
western side (Figures 39 through 41). These are relative comparisons with each
basin with interbasin comparisons showing that the Ross Sea is generally
0.5' to 1 rC warmer and more saline.

2. Vertical Circulation and Water Masses

Cross section track locator maps are provided in Figures 42 and 43.

" ZONE A: Significantly warmer WDW exists in the Ross Sea from 500 m to the
bottom while WDW is contained between 750 to 2000 m in the Weddell Sea
(Figure 4-). Both basins show evidence of downwelling at the shelf at mid-depth
(downwelling is seen as the downturning of contours of temperature and salinity
at the slope). Classic AABW (temperatures < 0.0 C, salinities > 34.6 in Figure
44) is present from 2000 m to the bottom only in the Weddell Sea.

" ZONE B: In the Ross Sea significantly warmer WIW intrudes on to the conti-
nental shelf then downwells south of the shelf break with apparent extension
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down the slope (Figure 45). In the Weddell Sea WDW is constrained between
500 to 1500 m then downwells at the shelf break. Again, only the Weddell Sea
shows indication of classic AABW and it is found between the bottom and 1500
m (though the salinity values are comparable between the two basins, the Ross
Sea bottom temperatures are too warm to be AABW). In addition. ESW exists
along the barriers in both basins as identified by its salinity range. However, the
shelf waters of the Ross Sea are warmer, by as much as 0.5 'C, than the Weddell
Sea. Within the shelf break region of Zone B in the Weddell Sea, MWDW is
clearly evident (temperatures colder than -0.7 °C, salinities > 34.59) but in the
Ross Sea it is not so evident. It is difficult to state whether MWDW is present
at the shelf break in the Ross Sea at the time of these observations. An organ-
ized plume of ISW is clearly visible near the bottom in the vicinity of Zone B,
Filchner Depression, stations 505 to 510 of the Weddell Sea transect 5 (Figure
47). Fhis plume can be readily identified by its extremely cold temperatures
(colder than -2.0 °C) and high densities (> 27.90). No such plume exists in the
Ross Sea. The only outflow channel in this zone is in the region of the Little
America Basin. Bottom temperatures in this region are in excess of 0.2 °C indi-
cating that no cold outflow f'rom the shelf seaward appears to occur in this re-
gion.

" ZONE C: Significantly warmer WDW. extending to the bottom, intrudes on to
the shelf in the Ross Sea with a weak signal of possible upwelling (as seen from
the upturned 0.4 "C temperature contour) at mid-depth on the slope (Figure 46).
In the Weddell Sea. WD\V is colder than normal and is confined to a band be-
tween 500 to 1500 m with downwelling evident along the slope, AABW is also
evident from 1500 m to the bottom in the Weddell Sea with no such signal pres-
ent in the Ross Sea. MWDVNW is clearly evident south of the shelf break in the
Weddell Sea with downwelling extending seaward to the slope. In the Ross Sea
a warm water version of WSW is clearly observed (temperatures colder than
-1.5oC. salinities > 34.7) but existence of MWDW at the shelf break is not
clear. An anomalous core of relatively warm water (temperatures warmer than
-1.0 CC) is seen at 250 m depth on Ross Sea transect 5 (Figure 47).

" ZONE D: The Weddell Sea shows evidence of WDW intrudine onto the shelf but
no evidence of mixing or other processes at the shelf break (Figure 49). Transects
4 and 6 in the Ross Sea (Figure 4S) demonstrate that extremely dense water is
present (temperatures colder than -1.7 oC, salinities > 34.9) but appears to re-
main in the McMurdo Sound region being trapped at the Scott Shoal. -he only
outflov channel in this zone is between Cape Adare and the Mawson Bank.
Bottom temperatures in this region are in excess of 0.6 'C indicating that no cold
outflow from the shelf seaward appears to occur in that region.

Basin to basin comparisons reveal that the Ross Sea is warmer at the bottom

with no AABW except for a small pocket of water with AABW characteristics trapped

by the Scott Shoal. In the Weddell Sea AABW is present in all transc.ts. Also. the

Ross Sea is much warmer and more saline than the Weddell Sea at almost all depths.

The Ross Sea shows a small. relatively warm core of mid-depth water running under

the ice shelf at one location of the barrier while in the Weddell Sea a near-bottom cold

plume issues from the ice shelf at rough'y the same re' ,IBe location at the barrier.
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Both basins show similar signs of downwelling at the slope with a weak localized up-

welling possible in one section of the Ross Sea. Finally, no clear evidence of AABW

flowing downslope from the shelf break in either basin can be seen. However, the

scale and orientation of the plume of ISW found at the barrier in the Weddell Sea was

insufficient to be reflected in the data set of Zone B.

F. UNDER-ICE-SHELF BATHYMETRY

The following points were revealed during analysis of the Ross and Weddell Sea

under-ice bathymetries (Figure 50).

" The depth of the water column beneath the ice shelf reveals that in both basins
the ice shelves grow thicker and the bottom depths get deeper towards the con-
tinent.

" Under the Ronne Ice shelf a path is present which allows ice shelf water to
progress in geostrophic balance (shallower water to the left) frcm under the
Ronne Ice shelf around Berkner Island to the Filchner Depression (the Filchner
Depression bathyvmetry is shown in Figure 29).

" The Ross Sea bathvmetrv indicates a similar but smaller channel around
Roosevelt Island. However, the shelf area west of Roosevelt Island is much
deeper (600 to SOO m) than the Ronne Ice Shelf (300 to 400 m west of Berkner
Island). This implies that the production of dense shelf water is slower at this
location than at the Ronne Ice Shelf due to the longer residence time required to
transform the deeper water colurrm into dense shelf water.

* in the western part of the Ross Sea two depressions connecting deep water from
the ice barrier to the Antarctic coast line are bisected by a shallow rise (Figure
2S). The most likely path for ISW produced under the western Ross Ice Shelf
would be to flow east of Mc.Murdo Sound. turn westward into the depression
west of Mawson Bank and finaliv flow down the continental slope east of Cape
Adare. fHowever. no observations of a cold outflow in this region have been re-
ported.

G. TIDES

The results of the tidal analysis are presented below and a summary of tidal am-

plitude statistics and constituent phase comparisons are provided in Tables 12 and 13.

Representative seni-diurnal and diurnal components (specifically the 1, and K,

modesL corange and cotidal maps arc found in Figures 51 through 54.

1. Barrier Comparisons

* The dominant tidal constituent in the Ross Sea is the diurnal component (spe-
cificall% the K, mode with a secondary mode of 0,). The Weddell Sea has a
dominant semi-diurnal component (specif ically the ./2 mode with a secondary
S.) Table 12. The total rms tidal amplitude o l'approximately 1.5 m agrees with
obser\ ations [o!d', ik. Gainmelsrod. Slotsvk and 1 orrcsen. 19S5. p. 21 S).



* The diurnal amplitudes in the Weddell Sea are similar to those in the Ross Sea
(Figure 52).

.. The semi-diurnat npii des i:, th'e Wedelr'ea are an ordr 6Ma gnitude
greater than those in the Ross Sea (Figure 51).

" The Ross Sea is located much closer to its diurnal and semi-diurnai amphidromic
points than is the Weddell Sea to its amphidromic points (Figures 52 and 54).

* All of the Ross Sea diurnal constituents propagate fiorn east to west while in the
Weddell Sea, the major diurnal constituents approach the basin as a wave front
approximately parallel to the ice shelf with only minor exceptions (Table 13).

* The dominant M mode in the Weddell Sea is a progressive wave traveling east
to west. However, the second dominant mode, S2, arrives approximately parallel
to the wave front (not shown).

2. Zonal Comparisons

" Both the semi-diurnal and diurnal amplitudes show a monotonic increase from
cast to west (Zone A to Zone C) in both the Ross and Weddell Seas except for
a very nmior amplitude fluctuation at the eastern end of Zone B in the Weddell
Sea.

" Zone 1) in the Ross Sea shows a monotonic decrease east to west along its
southern coastline. Zone D in the Weddell Sea has no southern coast.

The rms diurnal tidal amplitude averaged over Zones A. B and C indicate nearly
identical values for both the Ross and Weddell Seas. lowever, Whe rMS znn-,
average for the semi-diurnal tide shows the mplitude in the Weddell Sea to be
an order of maonitude larer.

In sun-mary, there are sienificant tidal differences between the two basins with

two features unique to the Weddell Sea. (1) The semi-diurnal tidal forcing (which

domate, over diurnl tidal forcing in the Wcddell Sea) is an order of magnitude

larger i, the Wcddcll Sea compared to the Ross Sea and (2) the Weddell Sea tidal

crets : e\ a ,in cant component arriving parallel to the ice shelf while all the Ross

Sea mdc, are v,aves progressing east to west.
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~ ~M3~rNTf'ROSS AMND
WEDDELL SEAS: (range shown in parentheses.

Zone Type Ross Sea Weddell Sea
4, Semi- 10 1 (10.5 - 9.7) 91.9 (101.5 - 73.9)

Diurnal
Diurnal 46.2 (48.2 - 43.9) 47.2 (48.8 - 42.9)

B Semi- 13.4 (14.3 - 11.3) 107.3 (121.1 - 101.6)
Diurnal

Diurnal 50.9 (52.6 - 48.2) 44.8 (49.6 - 42.7)
C Semi- 13.4 (14.9 - 14.5) 145.7 (171.5 - 123.9)

Diurnal

Diurnal 60.0 (70.9 - 52.6) 55.3 (59.3 - 50.3)

Total A - C Semi- 12.3 (9.7 - 14.9) 114.0 (101.5 - 73.9)
Diurnal

Diurnal 53.7 (43.9 - 70.9) 49.1 (42.7 - 59.3)

D Semi- 7.1 (5.4 - 9.1) no data available
Diurnal

Diurnal 40.7 (34.6 - 54.4) no data available



Table 13. TIDAL PHASE COMFARISONS BEV','.EEN THE ROSS AND
WEDDELL SEAS

Semi-Diurnal Cotidal Wave Orientation Basin Relation to
to Barrier Amphidromic Point

A 2  Ross parallel > 1000km

Weddell propagating E-W > 1000km

S, Ross propagating E-W > 1000km
Weddell parallel > 1000km

, Ross propagating E---W < 1000km

Weddell propagating E-W > 1000km
K., R-, propagating E<W 4 1000km

e\Vddell propagating L--W > 1000km
Diurnal

K. Ross propagating E--W < 1000km

Weddell parallel > 1000km

0, Ros propagating E-W < 0O00km
Weddell parallel > 1000km

P, Ross propagating E-W < I000km
____ cddell propagating F--W > 10(0)0km

Q1 Ross propagating E-,V ,4 1000km
\Xcddell propagating E-*W > I)U fkm
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Figure 30. Climiatological surface isind velocities in the Ross and Weddell Seas for

January through March. Note: Monthly vector lengths were scaled

with the longest vector indicating the maximumn speed for that month.
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Figure 31. Climatological surface 'ind velocities in the Ross and Weddell Seas for

April through June. Note: Monthly vector lengths were scaled with
the longest vector indicating the maximum speed for that month.
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Figure 32. Climatological surface wind velocities in the Ross and Weddell Seas for
July through September. Note: Monthly vector lengths were scaled

with the longest vector indicating the maximum speed for that month.
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Figure 35. Mean monthly ice concentration contours for July to December for 15,

50, and 85 % levels. Note: Contours averaged for years indicated

(after NASA, 1983).
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Figure 36. Yearly cycle of area covered by sea ice in the Ross and Weddell Seas

(modification c" NASA, 1983).
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Figure 37. Interannual variation of mean sea ice concentration in the Ross and

Weddell Seas (modification of NASA, 1983).
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Figure 38. Mean summner surface circulation for the Ross and Weddell Seas based

on the Southern Ocean Atlas Observed Data Set (,SOAODS).

Note: Typical mid-sumnmer 7,110 ice concentration limit is shown as a

dashed line (after DNMA, 1985).
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Figure 39. Mean summer surface salinities for the Ross and Weddell Seas based

on the Southern Ocean Atlas Observed Data Set (SOAODS).

Note: Typical mid-summer 7/10 ice concentration limit is shown as a

dashed line (after DMA, 1985).
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Figure 40. Meani summer sea surface temperature (°F) for the Ross and Weddell

Seas based on the Southern Ocean Atlas Observed Data Set

(SOAODS). Note: Typical mid-summer 7/10 ice concentration limit

is shown as a dashed line (after DMA, 1985).
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Figure 41. Mean summer sea surface densities (sigma-t) for the Ross and Weddell

Seas based on the Southern Ocean Atlas Observed Data Set

(SOAODS). Note: Typical mid-summer 7/10 ice concentration lim-it
is shown as a dashed line (after DMA, 1985).
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Figure 42. Hydrograpliic station locator map shown for the Ross Sea. Note: 1 he

transect number is indicated by the first digit in the station number.
Shaded cpiese.,L bhc'f depths < hI- l.



Figure 43. Hydrographie station locator map sho-4n for the Weddell Sea

Note: The transect number is indicated by the first digit in the station

SS-kiudcd areas represeatx shelf depths < 5W0 m.
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Figure 50. Contours (mieters) kf bottoin depth for the Ross Ice Shelf (top) (dfter

Jacobs, 1989) and the Ronne Ice shelf (bottom) (after Herrod, 1987).
Note: The open and closed circles on the bottom map indicate lo-

cations w~here soundings were made beneath the Ronne Ice Shelf.
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Figure 52. Semni-diurnal cotidal map for the Ross Sea (top) and Weddell Sea (bot-

tom) (At2 mode) (modification of Schwiderski, 1979).
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V. DISCUSSION

A. UNIQUENESS OF THE WEDDELL SEA

1. Non-Unique Forcing Functions

Forcing functions having parameters similar in both the Ross and Weddell
Seas shed little light on why the Weddell Sea is unique as the source of AABW. The

following forcing functions were assessed as having features so similar in the two
basins that their contribution towards elucidating the uniqueness problem is limited.
This is not to say that these forcing functions are not important to the formation of

AABW. But it is potentially the combination of other, more unique, forcing functions

with one or more of these forcing functions which are required for the production of

AABV.

a. Geography'

The size of shelf, the nature of the bathymetrv beyond the shelf break to

the abyssal plain, latitudinal considerations, and ice shelf dimensions are essentially

the same between the two basins.

b. Hydrography

The horizontal surface and subsurface circulation patterns appear quite

similar. The vcrtical circulation shows similar relative structures. The small warm core

at mid-depth at the Ross Ice Shelf barrier does contrast with the cold bottom plume

at the Filchner Ice Shelf barrier, but though these two features are potentially signif-

icant on one scale, they are small on the basin scale and do not subvert the general

conclusion that the two basins hav. similar relative circulation structures.

c. Suiface Air Temperatures

Differences in air temperatures at the surface are so small between the

two basins that this function can not be considered crucial to uniqueness of the

Weddell Sea though it is crucial to all AABW formation theories.

2. Surface Winds Revisited

There are no climatologically significant differences (speeds or directions) in
the surface wind fields between the two basins. However, the direction of the wind

stress relative to the ice shelf barrier is systematically different, especially along the

western margins of the barriers. The wind stress appears to have a component directed

towards the barrier in the Weddell Sea and a component directed off the barrier in the
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Ross Sea. For the Weddell Sea this finding is contrary to earlier investigations. In

1967 Mather and Miller (as reported by Gill, 1973, p. 126) claimed that a prevailing

off-ice-shelf wind flow regime existed over the Weddell Sea. Their claim appears to

have gone unchallenged and has been accepted as fact (Killworth, 1977, p.179;

Foldvik, Gammelsrod, and Torresen, 1985a, p. 7; Foldvik, Gammelsrod, Slotsvik and

Torresen, and 1985, p. 224). However, an investigation by this author revealed that the

wind system over the Weddell Sea was largely unknown at that time, and that Mather

and Miller estimated its direction from katabatic considerations. (Killworth, 1979a, p.

180).

Therefore, whereas the above mentioned offshore wind regimes have lead sci-

entists to assume that the advection of new ice away from the barrier in the Weddell

Sea was wind stress induced, evidence has been presented that questions that conclu-

sion. Another mechanism (tidal forcing, discussed later) is proposed to be responsible

for the advection of new ice away from the barrier (ie., the generation of leads) in the

Weddell Sea.

3. Hydrography Revisited

A relatively warm core of mid-dcpth water runs under the ice shelf at one lo-

cation of the barrier in the Ross Sea while in the Weddell Sea a cold bottom plume

exits the ice shelf at roughly the same relative location at the barrier. This demon-

strates that fundamentally different processes dominate at these locations at the Ross

and Weddell Sea ice shelf barriers. In addition, the fact that the Ross Sea is warmer

and more saline than the Weddell Sea and the fact that the Ross Sea does not have

AABW over its abyssal plain is puzzling. The temperature and salinity differences

between the two basins are not easily explained, although it is tempting to speculate

that a relationship exists between the unusual warm core of water flowing towards the

Ross Ice Shelf barrier and the anomalous melting of the Ross Sea pack ice from the

barrier quatorward.

4. Austral Summer Ice Concentration Revisited

The arrival of austral summer marks the beginning of a large difference in the

ice cover of the Ross and Weddell Seas. At the end of summer the Ross Sea becomes

virtually ice free while the Weddell Sea retains a substantial amount of ice. In addition,

the two basins experience a large difference in the magnitude and direction of the ice

edge retreat.

Causes for these differences have been attributed to a basic difference in the

austral sununer ocean circulation within the Ross Sea. Jacobs and Fairbanks (1985.
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p. 80) and Pillsbury and Jacobs (1985) have shown that the intermediate depth intru-

sions on to the continental shelf are warmer in the Ross Sea than those in the Weddell

Sea. This has also been seen in the yearly averaged data presented here which were

derived mainly from summer observations. As noted above, melting of the Ross Sea

pack ice, which initiates from within the interior of the pack ice, may be explained by

the off-barrier wind strtess. The resulting northward surface transport in response to

the wind stress may be compensated by a southward transport and upweling of WDW

as has frequently been observed. Mixing of the surface waters with the upwelled

WDW would provide the heat necessary to melt the ice. In the absence of this

compensatory flow, the ice pack should remain year round as in the Weddell Sea be-

cause, as has been previously been described, sufficient cooling of the atmosphere is

present even in the summer to keep the pack ice intact.

5. Continental Shelf and Under-Ice-Shelf Bathymetry Revisited

Similar topographic steering features exist around both Roosevelt Island un-

der the Ross Ice Shelf and around Berkner Island under the Rcnne,'Filchner Ice

Shelves. However, the thickness of the water col-,nn at the Ronne Ice Shelf barrier is

approximately 300 rn compared to 600 m at the Ross Ice Shelf barrier. This difference

in water column thickness should lead to different circulation patterns under each ice

shelf barrier.

With the same surface cooling stress at the barrier (and thus the same brine

production), the Weddell Sea should produce a denser water column per unit time

since the brine is distributed in a shallower water column. Hence, a denser water

should flow under the Ronne Ice Shelf' Furthermore, the density difference between

an inflowing water column at the Ronne Ice Shelf barrier and an outflowing water

column at the Filchner Ice Shelf barrier would be large due to their much different

depths (300 m versus 1000 in). This density difference should be sufficient to drive an

under-ice-shelf flow. In the Ross Sea the water column thicknesses at the barrier on

either side of Roosevelt Island are comparable (- 600 m). Therefore the driving force

for the under-ice-shelf flow should be substantially less.

The vertical descent from a bottom depth of approximately 300 m to one of

1000 m under the Ronne Filchner Ice Shelf around Berkner Island is 700 m and has

a steep landward slope. This compares to the 100 to 200 m vertical descent and gentle

landward slope under the Ross Ice Shelf' around Roosevelt Island from a bottom

depth of 600 n to one of 70() to 800 in. This difference in vertical excursions could
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be reflected in lower temperatures of outflowing ISW in the Weddell Sea due to the

depression of the local freezing point of sea water with depth.

In summary, the volume of ISW produced should be greater and its temper-

ature lower in the Weddell Sea compared to the Ross Sea. A possible flow path under

the Weddell Sea ice shelves with a return flow to the continental shelf break is illus-

trated in Figure 55.

6. Tidal Forcing Revisited

The dominant semi-diurnal tidal forcing at the ice shelf barrier in the Weddell

Sea is an order of magnitude stronger than in the Ross Sea. It appears that this tidal

forcing is possibly one of the major forcing functions in the Weddell Sea that accounts
for its uniqueness along with its under-ice-shelf bathymetry and wind stress field.

The Weddell Sea has major semi-diurnal and diurnal modes with cotidal lines

indicating a tidal wave progression that can approach the barrier approximately par-

allel to it. thus: (I) moving the newly formed ice away from the barrier on a periodic

basis and (2) forcing water (WSW) under the ice shelf front on a periodic basis.

The opening up of new leads along the barrier by the tidal motion is essential

to enhance the brine production. Also, tidal forcing of the WSW under the ice shelf

is needed to accomplish the mixing of glacial meltwater into the water column and

thus enhance the production of ISW. Foldvik, Gamrnmelsrod, Slotsvik and Torresen

(1985, p. 218) found a mixed tidal amplitude of 1.5 m at the ice shelf barrier in the

Weddell Sea, whereas Lewis and Perkins (1986) found that tidal motion at the Ross

Sea ice shelf barrier was insufficient to force the outflow of ISW which was produced

under the Ross Ice Shelf at that time, a feature corroborated by MacAyeal (19S5a,b).
7. Summary of the Uniqueness of The Weddell Sea

In sunmnary, this study shows, objectively, the unique nature of the Weddell

Sea when compared to the Ross Sea.

" The Weddell Sea is generally colder and less saline at all depths than the Ross
Sea.

" There is a systematic difference in the direction of the wind stress field at the ice
shelf barrier between the two basins. The wind stress has a dominant component
directed towards the entire length of the barrier in the Weddell Sea whereas in the
Ross Sea the wind stress has a dominant component directed seaward. i.e.. off-
shore from its western barrier.

" The bottom water seaward of the shelf break in the Ross Sea does not have the
characteristic features of the AAIBW found in the Weddell Sea. Ross Sea bottom
water is too warn to be considered AABW.
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" The austral summer ice cover in the Weddell Sea is substantially greater thal1 that
in the Ross Sea. Also, the Weddell Sea shows less interannual variability in ice
concentration and greater yearly overall mean ice concentration levels.

* Both the continental shelf and under-ice-shelf bathymetries of the Weddell and
Ross Seas have well organized channels for topographically steering a shelfward
flow from an entrance under the ice-shelf, around and out from under the ice-
shelf and remaining focused all the way seaward to the shelf break. However, in
the Weddell Sea the shallower inflow and deeper outflow provide a larger driving
force for the ISW than in the Ross Sea. In addition, the only other two outflow
channels in the Ross Sea are either blocked just at the shelf break (Scott Shoal)
or show no signs of an outflow of any deep or bottom water which might origi-
nate from either under the ice shelf or from anywhere on the southern shelf even
though easy access to the abyssal plain is available starting at the shelf break
(Cape Adare,'Mawson Bank).

* Finally, the Ross Sea is an area of weak tidal activity whereas the Weddell Sea
is a zone of relatively significant tidal forcing.

B. RELEVANT THEORY

The following discussion details how successful the two theories of AABW for-

mation are in explaining why the unique qualities of the Weddell Sea are crucial to the

formation of AABW.

I. Shelf Break Process

T-he Ross Sea basin has all the required forcing functions present for the for-

mation of AABW according to the shelf break process theory. This theory" does not

require special bathymetries of the continental shelf nor does it require an ice shelf.

The fact that the water temperatures at depth are higher in the Ross Sea is compen-

sated for by their higher salinities. Double-diffusion and cabbeling are processes that

should operate at any similar relative temperature and salinity ratios, hence the higher

salinities of the Ross Sea alone would indicate a higher production of dense bottom

water if sinking started from near-freezing surface water.

The intrusion of WDW onto the continental shelf clearly occurs in the Ross

Sea as well as the Weddell Sea. Mixing at the shelf break obviously occurs in the Ross

Sea as well as the Weddell Sea. If the melting of the Ross Sea pack ice begins at the

barrier due to the surfacing of a tongue of WD\V , then the Ross Sea would permit

more mixing to occur with sinking high salinity -"rface water. Again this would lead

to the conclusion that the Ross Sea should produce large quantities of dense water.

possibly more than produced by shelf break mixing processes in the Weddell Sea.

Downwelling at the shelf break is clearl, evident in both basins and indicates the

downslope flow of newly formed dense water.
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Observations show that the dense waters flowing down the continental slope

in the Ross Sea do not produce the extremely cold type of bottom water observed in

the Weddell Sea. One reason for this is that mixing at the slope in the Ross Sea takes

place with considerably warmer water than that found in the Weddell Sea. It should

be noted that although dense bottom water (e.g., WSBW) is not observed to form in

the Ross Sea, this does not exclude the possibility of the production of significant

quantities of intermediate or deep waters.

2. Ice Shelf Process

The ice shelf process theory suggests that the source of AABW is the bottom

cold plume exiting at the Filchner Ice Shelf barrier and the theory utilizes the unique

tidal regime, wind stress field and continental shelf and under-ice-shelf bathymetries

of the Weddell Sea to drive the flow.

To show that the strong tidal forcing at the Weddell Sea ice shelf barrier,

combined with the special under ice shelf and continental shelf bathymetric channels,

are the key factors in the formation of AABW we begin with the surface freezing levels

due to tidal action at the barrier. In Appendix A, a formula and constants are derived

for ice production (i1) by tidal constituent forcing per unit length of ice shelf.

P ( - C 3
IP(I) o-T K {5)

where 1'. equals the maximum tidal mode speed, C equals the ice growth coeffilcient

5 4.7 x 10-' ins- . =(0 where T equals the tidal mode period and finally, K =
T

3.79.

If the dominant tidal mode of the Weddell Sea (the .12 Semi-diurnal Principal

Lunar Tide with frequency of , = 1.40519x 10-4s - 1) is used as the sole measure of

tidal forcing at the ice shelf barrier, and a recently observed, at the Weddell Sea shelf

break, maximum tidal speed of V, = 0.4 ms-' (Foldvik, Kvinge and Torresen 1985, p.

10)12 is used, then the area of ice production per unit length of ice shelf equals - 213

M2. This would lead to an average displacement value (L) or average width of tidally

induced lead opening between the barrier and the pack ice of approximately 2.S km

from:

12 At an earlier date, Foldvik. Gammelsrod, Slotsvik and Torresen (1985. p. 218) found a
= .3 im I at the \Veddell Sea ice shelf barrier.
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- (1 - coswr) {6

Foldvik's (19S9) firsthand accounts of the scale of the barrier lead in the Weddell Sea

indicate that 2.S km is a reasonable value. Also, Foldvik, Ganmelsrod and Torresen

(19S5a. p. 7) documented ice divergence at the barrier in the Weddell Sea brought

about by tidal action.

If the ice production (IP) is multiplied by the approximate length (L) of the

Ronne Ice Shelf (- 500 km), then a volume of production (VP) can be obtained as

approximately I0 t 3.

To determine a production rate we can use the principal of brine rejection in

the freezing process and knowledge of the observed salinity changes occurring at tile

barrierbetween surface Winter Water (VV) and Western Shelf Water (WSV( below.

If we calculate the amount of brine released into the surrounding waters upon freezing

as volume production (VP) multiplied by the salinity of the water (S), then this must

equal the volumle (V) = Lx -" x D. where D equals the average depth of water

of the barrier lead) multiplied by the change in salinity of the surrounding waters

(AS) or:

V'PxrS VxIA S {

If we assume an average depth of 400i m at the Ronne Ice Shelf barrier leaJ.

we can estimate AS Iw solving equation 7 for AS resulting in a value of .00S65 PSU

pe: yI.. To convert surface source water having a salinity of 3-. PSU (V\V to 3.4.7

PSL i\VS\V would take alm1ost exactly 24 scinidiurnal cycles or 12 days to be

produ eJ. If the wind stress field has a dominant on-barrier component, then no

ccmb;ined w\,d-indaced upweliing of' WDW and off-barrier surface water drift circu-

lation, will occur. Thus this 12 day residence time requirement to produce an entire

colunm of WSV is possible.

To determine a realistic flow rate that incorporates the added salinity changes

due to under-ice-shelf melting in the production of Ice Shelf Water (ISV). we solve

euazion 7 for the volume (V). To determine the flow rate (FR) divide the volume by

Le peri od " 'th tidal mode:

FR [T - x N



If we assume the same value for VP of 108 i 3 , an outflow salinity of 34.6. an overall

AS of 0.1 and a period (for .11) of-- 12.4 hours, then we find a flow rate of:

FR = 0.7x10" m 3s 1  {9)

or 0.7Sv (1 Sv or Sverdrup = 106 m 3s-').

This is exactly the value that Foldvik. Gammelsrod and Torresen (19S5c, p.

199) found in a year long (1979 19S0), steady (no appreciable seasonal variance) plume

of ISW (T - -2.0C, S 34.65) exiting the Filchner Depression and traveling down

the continental shelf to the shelf break. Foldvik. Gamxnelsrod and Torresen (19S5a,

p. 17) averaged this result with the previous years result to obtain a flow of I Sv. If

we assume a certain amount of entrainment and allowance for the fact that the .,I2

tidal constituent is an underestimation when used as the sole tidal forcing factor, then

a realistic flow approximation of 1 Sv is appropriate' 3.

In Appendix B. a simple mixing model using observed temperature-depth

profiles of the ISW plumes and WDW shows that Weddell Sea Bottom Water

(VSB\V) (when defined as T- -0.8:C). is formed at a rate of about 5 Sv. This pro-

duction rate is comparable to most estimates to date of WSB\\ production ,2 to 5 Sv

by Carmack and Foster. 19,5a. p. 723: 3.5 Sv by Mlichel. 197S. p. ()1)S: 3 to 5 Sv bv

W eiss et al., 1979. p. Il I (.

Therefore. it would appear that the ice shell process theory not only accounts

for the necessity of the Weddell Sea's unique features in the formation of .\ABV, but

can also account for the required scale of production ofAABV from the \Veddcll Sea.

Conc!usive proof as to the relative importance of ice shelf processes and shelf

break processes for the formation of A.BW in the Weddell Sea should be available

in appro\iinately five years. Dr. 1-berhard lahrbach of the Alfied Wecener Institute

for Ocean and Polar Research intends to place a string of moored sensing devices

across the Weddell Sea in an attcmpt to measure the rario of oxygen IS to oxygen 16

in the outflowing bottom water of the basin ( Fahrbach. 19S9). If thle result shows

glacial origin of the bottom waters, then the ice shelf process theory of Foldvik and

Ganuclsrod will be substantiated. If not. then the search \will have to continue for the

formation mechanisin of'Antarctic Bottom Water.

13 (.im-,ic,: and I o-',r I)-b. p. 0) th-orc*icalv d c ithat IS\V production for this
arc:a hslou!d i- I, v. Lih aar;Lcs ,%ith :Ii muniud of our rcult

PS~
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I. CONCLUSIONS

The abvssal characteristics of the world oceans are strongly influenced by the

northward propagation of Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW). The most important

source of AABW is Weddell Sea Bottom Water (WSBW) vhich originates from the

shelf areas in the southern Weddell Sea. AABW is not produced in the Ross Sea de-

spite the striking similarities between the two basins.

An attempt was made to a-sess those differences existing between the two basins

that make the Weddell Sea unique compared to the Ross Sea as a production region

of AABW. In addition, the two predominant theories of AABW formation, Foster and

Carmacks (197- shelf break process theory and Foldvik and Ganmelsrod's ( 198S) ice

shelf process theory, were reviewed with a goal of determining how well each theory

could explain the Weddell Seas effectiveness in forming AABW based on its identified

unique qualities.

Individual forcin functions were compared between the two basins and ,he fol-

lowing were determined to be similar in both the Weddell Sea and the Ross Sea:

* Ihe size of shelf, the nature oC the bathymetrv beyond the shelf break to the
a vsal plain, latitudinal considerations. and ice shelf dimensions are essentially
the same between the two basins.

* The ihori/ontal surface and subsurface circulation patterns appear quite similar.
1 he , ertical circulation shows similar relative structures.

* I)ifferez-e\ in air temperatures at the surface are so small between the two basins
:1wa: th'i, function can noit be considered crucial to the uniqueness of the \\cddell
Sea theoL eh it is crucial to all A.AB\%* formation theories.

• 1 here arC Ino climatolocicallv significant differences in the surface wind fields
bt-cten thc t:wo basins.

I he anIue clu-iiies of the Weddcll Sea when compared to the Ross Sea follow:

" The Wcdell Sea is generally colder and less saline at all depths t1-an the Ross
Sea.

" here is a s teniatic difference in the direction of the wind stress field at the ice
Ie1 h K rricr bcetwcn the t, o bazins. I lie wind stress has a Jon-inant conponent

dire-.J tov. ards the entire lcm:th of the barrier in the Weddell Sea whereas in the
Ross Sea the wind strscs has a dominant component directed seaward, i.e., off-
hce :-em its w\csern barrier.

S 1 hc bottom %. atcr seaxc ard of the shelf break in the Ross Sea does not 1have the
L;.:ra,.,cr!,-:.c !Cat:Ures the \ABW flund in the Weddell Sea. Ross Sea bottom
,,.:' , er ",var: to be au.idered .\.\lI\V.



" The au:ri umer ice cover in the Weddell Sea is substantially greater than that
inl the Roo, Sea Also. thle Weddell Sea shows less interannual variability in c

coenrato',nd _,re-,ter yecArly- overall mean ice concentration levels.

" Bothl tile con"TinentIal shelf and under-icc-shelf bathvmetries of thc Weddell and
ResSea', haxe cwell orieanized channel,, for topographieall% steering a shelfward

Hlow Iroin an entrance under thle ice-shelfi around and out from under thle ice-
Shelf and rentiainina focused all the wva': seaward to thle shelf break. However, inl
tile Weddell Sea the shallower inflow and deeper outflow provide a larger driving
force for the ISW than in thle Ross Sea. In addition, the only other two outflow
channels in thle Ross Sea arc either blocked just at the shelf break (Scott Shoal)
or shiow no sizns of an outflow of any deep or bottom water which Might origi-
nate fr1omi either under the ice shelf or from anvwhere on the southern shelf evenl
thouch eayaccess to the abyssal plain is available starting at the shelf break

((aeAdarc Nl'awson Bank).

* Flal\v the Ross, Sea is an area of weak tidal activity whereas the Weddell Sea
~~~~i a]OtCo r tt sliaicant tidal forcing.

-1 hec review. of' the- Foster and Carmack theorv revealed the following:

* ;i;~l\j5of the shelf break process theory reveals that the requisite amount of
N\ D sion onl to thle continental shelf. sullent mixingL at the shelf break.

::,1C1 e;"ilICs Of' the nll;Xin, water nlass cs and sufficient distance beyond the
snef~reakare resent in sluc:h a macnitude that A-ABW should not only be
ponceet the Ross, Sea but possibly be produced more effectively than in the

Weddl Se. Thus ense bottomn wkate-r (ccg.. WSBW) is not observed to formi
it; he est eathi thei~ on d explain thle production of significant quantitie

0! Caerecat or ent water".

1Ih rev:ew, C" the Foldx1 ik and (iannmelsrod theory revealed the follo~vinc:

* h iesh> roes nervcn -,count For the uniqueness of thle We dell Sea
s~~~~O r Ue'r~to f AAIIW. Thi t heor % Canl aWo sueszest why it is

nI c 1 the Ross Sea. 1 he theory denionstratecs that the stronL tidali
K \\ .. :.cl Sea1 ic shlelf'barrir comb1_ined wItthwidsrs el

an " iune esh>an ontinenital shelf hbatlinetrics of thc e J.cd'e SeCa.

*v S. cI;' ue to tida JctiMon1 at the barrier produce at volume of, ic
Ct D)'Oi.tC\I n

0 1 1nouli1 IS%\ I" rdue to creteC anl out!0ow down thle cotinenCTtal slope of 0.7
Sv :h eeswt obsecrvations.

* ;e:rtc a~u1 ien iethis ther Show that Wede> Sea B1ott om, WL er
i V511 :sorte a rateC el about 3 S V which1 is, com1Parable to most estimaztes

S. \VI IV p r (7" ri o:;

0 Iasun to;. ix l_. I dx ik al ad Ga WMMlsred s ice sheIlf prIoLcss theory_ not on1- itica
ac :tfor- the cesy of' the Wd cSa's uniqlue featurlcs in thle lorma111tin

ofA\13W. ha"t I- C:11 al o accoun*t f01r thle reL,1ie 0c C o prod)ucfion_ Of'
A:;~ ~ ~ N fa r:K1 ta;WerfOM the W\e dCl ISea'L ais we>*.



APPENDIX A. FREEZING DUE TO TIDES AT THE ICE SHELF

BARRIER

The following discussion develops the theory of tidal action at the barrier main-

taining open leads for the freezing of surface waters and converts it into a measure of

ice production with determination of appropriate constants14.

A. ICE PRODUCTION
Within a tidal cycle, the maximum displacement (Y) of a water particle due to a

tidal constituent velocity (IF), a function of time, is:

Y = J (t)dt -if (1 - cos W0t) {10}

where i equals time in seconds, w equals tidal constituent frequency and VI equals the

maximum tidal constituent velocity.

Ice thickness (hi is a function of freezing time ' (h = h('T)). At a distance X off

the barrier, ice has been forming for a time '11. where:

S= U~t) dr 11}
F. t) d

that is.

X = 1, ( cos ( (I - 'F) - Cos CW) 12,

I-or this relation we zet the relation between dx and dt:

dtx = Fo sino(t-T) di 13)

The total ice production (IP) within one tidal cycle should then be obtained by

first s,,m iin all chanes in ice thickness ( ). the partial derivative of ice thickness

with respe':t to freezing time, taking place over the stretch of freezing water

( < x < Y ). and then integrating o er the tidal period (T):

14 1 li appendi x i, th r'c lt o! a co ;.Vr,,o ,tivc. c 'iOrt oi .\. I old ik ad the auihor.
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in area per unit length of ice shelf.

I tere we replace dx by d"' from equation 13 and insert the freezing formula:

h = C'T 15J

where C equals the ice growth coefficient. Hence:

IP - -T sin o(t-"'')di { (,

Iinaily. introducing non-dimensional units: ot t, and w = ,:

V C -
1P 2 :)J di t I' - sin(i1 - T,) dlT' 1l-I,

0

I-or nu.-;ricaL integration we can write:

C Fcos Tr_-sin -'

if-2 Sil t (M d cos t

Note tha!t the incrais are solvable at 'I' = 0 bec-ause they can be integrated by parts.

Icr exanple, thc list inteCral can be expressed as:

2 K T sin ' (M'

I hc intc:ral ik now a constant (K). indepcndcnt of any parameter and can be

akkix] calculatcJ o an, dc'-irCd precision. Ihe Fortran IV program below calculatcd
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K ;.- '.7S66'

theref'ore:

IP 2 C 2 K {21)

Thus it should be noted that ice production is proportional to the tidal velocity and

to the tidal period to the -I power.

Program to calculate K
REAL*8 K,TOTALA,TOTALB ,DT
REAL*8 DPsi,BOXA,BOXB,PI ,A,B,AA,BB,PRODA,PRODB
DIMENSION AA(1000),BB(1000),PRODA(1000),PRODB(l0oo)
PI=4+*ATAN( 1. )
DT=2*PI/ 1000.
TOTALA=0.
TOTALB=0.
A=O.

DO 10 N=1,1000
BOXA=( COS(N*DT)/SQRT(N"IDT) )*DT
A=A+B OXA
AA( N)=A
BOXB=( SIN(N*DT )/SQRT(N"IDT) )*DT
B=B+BOXB
BB(N)=B
PR0DA(N)=AA(N)-,.SIN(N*,'DT)
PR0DB(N)=BB(N)*COS(N-"DT)
TOTALA=TOTALA + PRODA(N
TOTALB=TOTALB + PRDDB(N)

10 CONTINUE
K=( TOTALA-TOTALB ).'DT
WRITE(6,*)K
END

B. ICE GROWTH COEFFICIENT

TO determ-ine an applicable ICice WO erwhCOefICIent (C) f'or thjc Weddell iCe Shielf

area. Gill (1973. pg. 120) and Foster (1970b) reports that very rapid freezing of .O -i

growxth 'in ei :ht hours when a lead opened at the barrier in the Weddell Sea. .\anip-

UlatineL the freezing equation (equation 15) and solving for C. a Value Of-

approximately:

C :Z 4.' x10 4 Ins

Oishtriined.



APPENDIX B. PLUME MIXING WITH WARM DEEP VATER

The following discussion develops the theory of the formation of Weddell Sea

Bottom Water (WSBW from a plume of Ice Shelf Water (ISW) entraining Warm Deep

Water (WDW) on its descent down the continental slope utilizing observed values 5.

Definitions:

0,

Potential temperature of the plume of ISW (_ -2.0°C).

ot

Potential temperature of the WDW ( 0.58C).

Potential temperature of the WNSB\Vo (4K0SC).

P:

Density of the observed plume of ISW at depth z,.

Mass of the plume of ISW.

Observed volume transport of the plume of ISW z ISv or l(Pm's-' at

depth :.

Entrainment of WD\V can be described by:

(kX/ + (op + J0r!0(Afr + j3Mr ) 23',

which can be described in terms of volume transport as:

, exp . - { 2

15 ih: app ndix i. the rc ulh of a coflaborative el'(ri of A. loldvik and the author.
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where F, equals the volume transport of the entrained flow and p, equals the density

of the entrained flow, both at depth z,.

Integrating from the surface, z. 0 m, to z, - 4000 m with observed values

where both 0. and 0, converge to 0,, gives V, - 5.0 V0 or V1 - 5 Sv.

The resul, is sensitive to bottom water temperature but not to variations on the

shape of the OP curve. In the extreme case with no mixing above z1, we get:

I"( o-. ) = (5to8) Vo {25}1 vo 0 2 0-

Thus a simple mixing model using observed temperature-depth profiles of the ISW

plumes and WDW shows that 5 to 8 Sv of Weddell Sea Bottom Water (WSBW) when

defined as T - -0.S C, can be produced by the entrainment of these two water types.
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